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ABSTRACT 
THE IMPACT OF BIBLICAL PREACHING 
ON THE LIFE OF RELIGIOUS SEEKER 
by 
Daniel John Huckins 
• 
The purpose of this study is to develop a model of biblical preaching and 
evaluate its impact upon the lives of religious seekers in a postmodern world. 
Both preaching and cultural literature were surveyed in order to lay the 
groundwork of this study. 
. Twelve religious seekers who attend Metroplex Chapel, Euless, Texas, 
were interviewed for this study. The participants interviewed were Baby Busters 
(18-34 years of age) and were attending but not yet members of the local 
church. Each of these persons listened to a six week sermon series, filled out 
research questionnaires, and participated in a thirty minute interview conducted 
by the researcher. 
The major findings included 1) preaching that impacts religious seekers is 
biblical; 2) preaching that impacts religious seekers is simple and understandable; 3) 
preaching that impacts religious seekers addresses their needs, concerns, and 
questions, 4) preaching that impacts religious seekers communicates truth through 
• 
• 
stories; and 5) preaching that impacts religious seekers works most effectively as a 
"package" with other ministries of the church. 
The research addresses the integration of cultural issues as they effect biblical 
preaching today. Through the interviews emerging themes were identified that 
point toward an effective model for impacting religious seekers . 
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CHAPTER 1 
Overview of the Study 
A Seeker 
I tell you with all openness of heart that I doubt I shall ever achieve 
again, so I pray that you are in a quiet room as you read these words. 
My secret is that I need God -- that I am sick and can 110 longer make it 
alone. I need God to help me give, because 1110 longer seem to be 
capable of giving; to help me be kind, as I no longer seem capable of 
kindness; to help me love, as I seem beyond being able to love. 
Douglas Coupland, Life After God 
This study finds its focus in the field of biblical preaching. The conviction 
behind the study is that preaching can have a significant impact in the lives of 
people today, particularly in the area of being a catalyst for change. In doing so, 
the assumption is that preaching today must be different than what has been 
traditionally practiced. This became apparent to me a few years ago through an 
incident I experienced with a couple attending the church I was then pastoring. 
Mark and Mary had been attending our congregation for several weeks 
when I made my first home visit. I had spoken with them on the phone several 
times and was looking forward to a time of sitting down in their home for a chat. 
I discovered during our conversation that Mary had an extensive church 
. 
background, but her husband Mark knew very little about church but was 
sincerely seeking truth for his life. Continuing our conversation, we began to talk 
about the worship services and how much they enjoyed them. In the midst of 
our dialogue Mark broke in and began to ask me about certain parts of the 
• 
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worship service. Specifically, he did not understand some of the language used 
in one of the hymns we frequently sang. What I suspected after further 
conversation is that there were several things said and done in the worship 
service Mark did not understand. 
Borrowing a popular term, I would classify Mark as a "religious seeker." 
Robert Duffet, in his book, A Relevant Word, defines seekers as "those asking 
ultimate questions due to the ennui of postmodern life. They may be churched 
or unchurched ... anyone asking fundamental religious questions who has not 
found the institutional church relevant to his or her quest" (xv). Thus, seekers 
are not limited to Baby Boomers or Baby Busters who return to church or the 
• 
pagan who has no Christian memory, although both may be seeking. Seekers 
also include those who sit in the pews as regular attenders or members who are 
considering changing churches or leaving the church altogether because they 
find church and preaching fail to address their needs. 
This encounter with Mark and his wife was the first time I realized that 
many persons who attend our churches may understand little of what we do or 
say. We seem to assume too much in terms of knowledge and understanding. If 
this is the case, then we cannot expect persons to come to faith, much less grow 
spiritually. We cannot expect conversion to Jesus Christ or growth in grace 
apart from our clearly communicating "the faith once delivered to the saints" 
(Jude 3). 
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The question the incident with Mark raised was whether or not the way I 
preached was effective in speaking to persons who are authentically seeking, 
regardless of their level of church experience. This question set me on a journey 
to discover how I should go about preaching to persons whose lives and culture 
offer them no context for the truth of the Gospel. 
My investigation led me to take a look at one of the largest churches in 
North America, Willow Creek Community Church, in South Barrington, Illinois. 
Willow Creek was started in 1975 by a youth group and their leader, Bill Hybels. 
The church is unique in that its sole focus for over twenty years has been 
reaching those outside the influence of the church. Part of their method has 
been the preaching of messages that would be considered relevant to the 
spiritual seeker. Because of my evangelistic passion and my belief that Spirit-
empowered preaching is a primary catalyst for bringing life transformation, I set 
out to learn all I could about the kind of preaching modeled by Willow Creek 
Community. I did this by attending Willow Creek on several occasions, and 
listening to the cassette tapes describing their philosophy. In addition, I listened 
to sermon tapes of their various teaching pastors, including Bill Hybels, giving 
Sunday morning messages targeted toward a largely unchurched audience. 
I discovered the preaching was topical, fairly apologetic, and designed to speak 
to a specific need in the hearers' lives. 
After studying this method closely, I experimented by using this kind of 
preaching in the congregation I was serving at the time. More specifically, 
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I began a Saturday night "seeker service" targeted at unbelievers and new 
believers with little church background. Not surprising to me, the service 
• 
attracted unchurched persons as well as church experienced persons, both 
seeking for spiritual truth communicated through the means we used in the 
service. We utilized contemporary music, drama, and a relevant-to-Iife 
messages. Even though I experienced some success with my preaching, in the 
final analysis I was never satisfied that my preaching was fully faithful to the 
Bible and indigenous to the audience I was attempting to reach. Rather, the 
messages tended to be too strongly inclined to one side or the other, normally 
erring on the side of indigenization. To put things in the language of business, 
one of my fears was that I was too "market driven," shaped by the consumer and 
his or her needs, rather than communicating biblical truth in a form religious 
seekers could understand. 
Allowing the culture to set the agenda of my preaching, or anyone else's 
preaching, can be dangerous ground. This simply makes people, be they 
. 
Christian or pre-Christian (Le. a positively nuanced term to describe an 
unbeliever), into consumers of religious goods and services. I do not believe I 
have ever done this with a motivation to capitulate to the culture, as much as I 
genuinely care for people and their eternal destiny. I simply want to find the best 
means of communicating to people. Nevertheless, when struggling with this 
tension between the truth of the Word of God and the needs of the people, the 
greater danger for me is capitulating to the needs of the people. I believe that 
• 
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Scripture and a person's needs are not exclusive. In fact, I believe the Bible, as 
it reveals Jesus Christ, holds the answer to the most important needs of our 
lives. 
The struggle that arises in my mind is betweer:' the desire to speak to 
persons in a convincing and relevant manner while holding to my conviction that 
appropriate Christian preaching is biblical and makes a significant difference in 
the lives of the hearers. What makes this more frustrating, in my opinion, is the 
lack of models for preaching who join the Bible with relevancy. 
My experience in listening to preachers is that the pendulum seems to 
swing one way or the other. On the one end are those who become so relevant 
they sound like the latest self-help book, making it difficult for one to find any 
grounding in the Bible. Or the pendulum swings to the other end where the 
preaching is soundly biblical but fails to speak relevantly and practically into the 
lives of people. Again, this is my observation. I am certain there are those who 
are preaching solid biblical sermons and speaking into the lives of those 
. 
listening. I simply have not discovered many of them yet. 
One of the difficulties in having a desire to speak to religious seekers is 
the dynamics of persons who have long been in the church. The single 
common denominator is the comfort level that many church persons enjoy in 
listening to preaching that is more traditional in flavor, that assumes at least a 
minimal understanding of the Bible, and uses what I call "insider language." In 
other words, persons who have a church background have developed a 
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"Christianese" vocabulary that only they can understand. This would include 
such words as saved, sanctified, liturgy, hallelujah, etc. In addition, certain 
assumptions can be made when speaking to such an audience. For example, it 
• 
is relatively safe to assume that they know the Bible contains an Old and New 
Testament. Use of such language is not wrong, but from my experience persons 
with little church background find these terms difficult to overcome when 
listening. George Hunter pushes this idea further when he states, "Unchurched 
people ... are alienated when they overhear church people using an 'alien 
language' or a 'pious jargon'" (Unchurched 59). 
Unless the preacher makes a conscious effort to change his/her language 
usage, and change his/her basic assumptions about the audience, the chances 
of reaching persons with truth through preaching is minimal. For me, and I 
assume many preachers, attempting to speak to both those who have a 
knowledge of Christian truth and those who understand little presents a difficult 
challenge. But it is a challenge I hope to be able to meet and overcome . 
. 
Admittedly, those who are church experienced may have the edge in 
terms of comfort and understanding of church traditions. Yet it appears that for a 
great number of persons, even those who have been around the church for 
some time, comfort levels with the Christian subculture is the only edge they may 
have. In truth, little real differences in beliefs and practice exist between those 
inside the church and those outside. Robert Duffet argues, "Although church 
attendance percentages may be high, those for living one's life from a Christian 
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ethical perspective are low" (31). He points to a Gallup report that found "Seven 
out of ten adults believe there are few moral absolutes and that ethical behavior 
must be judged on a case-by-case or situation-by-situation basis. Only 13 
percent believe in all Ten Commandments" (Duffet 31, Gallup 23). 
This is one of the reasons why I argue that religious seekers can be 
churched or unchurched. For while differences may arise in regard to 
understanding basic Bible facts and the language used in the Christian 
subculture, there seems to be little difference in the spiritual depth and maturity 
between many church experienced and church inexperienced persons. So then, 
religious seeking has less to do with one's overall church background and more 
to do, as mentioned earlier, with whether one is asking the ultimate questions of 
life, the answers to which the preacher can point as being found in Christ. In 
other words, many in the church today are seekers, as well as many unchurched 
who are seekers. The only difference is whether or not the unchurched person 
will give us preachers and communicators a hearing, and whether or not we 
. 
preachers when given that hearing can make the gospel intelligible and relevant 
so that they will consider a faith commitment to Christ. 
These issues and the questions they propose brought me to consider the 
following study. 
Problem of the Study 
Singer and songwriter Bob Dylan once sang, "The times they are a 
changin."' This change is happening at a rapidly accelerating rate. In a 
• 
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relatively short time we have moved from the industrial age with its smoke stacks 
and mass production to what John Naisbitt, author of Megatrends, calls an 
information society (12-13). Scientists estimate that the volume of information in 
the world doubles at a rate of once every ten years. Thus it is no surprise to 
anyone that many of the aspects of Christian ministry are in a state of flux. One 
only need watch the evening news to see the "sweeping impact of technology 
and ecology, along with major shifts in education, media, the arts, politics, and 
economic policy" (Chandler 15). This is not to mention the profound impact of 
"upheavals in family and lifestyle patterns" (15). These shifts are keenly felt in 
the domain of how pastors are to go about preaching to and communicating with 
the changing nature of persons in the late twentieth century. 
This study concentrated on how best to preach biblically to religious 
seekers in a postmodern world. Primarily this included persons who were 
attending church but had not yet committed to membership. Again, the religious 
seeker is by no means limited to those outside the church, as those inside the 
. 
church are often more influenced in their thinking by culture than by the values of 
Scripture. This is a group that most pastors are not trained to address. Rather, 
most of us are trained to communicate to those who are either convinced of the 
gospel truths and share our assumptions on the verity of Scripture and the basic 
tenets of the faith, and/or have a church background. However, "the world in 
which you and I were prepared to minister is over. We are now functioning in 
worlds that are either defunct, in ruins, or not yet built, and that is the challenge 
• Huckins 9 
of postmodern ministry" (Sweet 4). Thus, today's seeker provides a challenge as 
well as an opportunity for the church. The risk of losing an entire generation to 
Christ is too great not to give them focused attention when thinking about the 
preaching task. 
• 
Many questions come to mind. First, how should the rapid change in the 
audience's worldview and life perspectives change the way we communicate? 
"The postmodern world is forcing Christian communicators to reassess how we 
communicate the Christian faith. The chief question is: How does one connect 
with a postmodern culture?" (Duffet 39). Evangelist Leighton Ford puts it this 
way --
The modern world is dying. A new postmodern world is emerging, 
and people today already look at the world through postmodern 
eyes. While the Gospel has not changed in two thousand years, 
our way of communicating that gospel must change if we are to be 
effective as we approach the beginning of a new millennium. 
(Story 29) 
Leonard Sweet clarifies these changes further --
. 
You and I have been chosen by God to live and minister at one of 
the greatest ecotonic spaces in the history of this planet. When the 
modern world, the world that was built over the last 500 years, has 
given birth to another world called the postmodern world. We are 
called to do ministry on this edge as the modern era comes to a 
close and the postmodern world begins. (4) 
While it is difficult to offer a definitive analysis, the following is a brief profile of 
the characteristics of a postmodern religious seeker which are expanded upon in 
Chapter 2. 
• 
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1) The nature of truth is considered relative. 
2) Truth is understood as being community-based . 
. 
3) Subjective experience supersedes logic and objective facts. 
4) Human progress is regarded pessimistically. 
5) There is holism in regard to community. 
6) Pop culture and the media are the reinforcing factors. 
Another question: How does one use a book, albeit divinely inspired, that 
was authored so long ago in a culture that is so dramatically different from the 
one we live in today? Moreover, how does one preach biblically for the purpose 
of affecting understanding and life transformation with an audience who 
understands the Bible to be little more than "inherited folk wisdom" (Hunter 
5/9/96)? Always a struggle, in our time this appears to be increasingly difficult. 
Understanding how to use the Bible is one important aspect of the 
communication process but it is not the only one to consider when using the 
medium of preaching in communicating to the religious seeker in a postmodern 
culture. While we put great energy into the words we use, they have little chance 
of making an impact without other elements being present. This raises another 
question: What elements of a sermon will help the listeners not only hear, but to 
be impacted and changed by what they hear? I believe the necessary elements 
are: 
1. Biblical 
2. Relevant 
• 
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• 
3. Practical 
4. Credible 
5. Relationallincarnational 
6. Simple 
7. Experiential 
8. Narrative 
All of this relates to my fundamental passion. I want to be true to the Bible 
as the basis for preaching, as I believe it is the revealed Word of God that all 
people (churched and unchurched) need to hear. Moreover, I desperately want 
the postmodern religious seeker to listen and respond with faith in Christ and 
growing discipleship. 
I have shared some of my own personal difficulties above, especially as 
they relate to my training in preaching and my belief in the efficacy of the Bible. 
Coming to grips with this problem of communicating in today's world will serve 
me for the rest of my ministry. I believe I will always need to adjust my preaching 
to communicate to changing audiences, and this study is one step of many in my 
lifetime of ministry. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to develop a model of biblical preaching 
and evaluate its impact upon the lives of religious seekers in a postmodern 
world. 
• 
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Research Questions 
Research Question 1 
To what extent do the subjects reflect the characteristics of a postmodern 
person? 
Research Question 2 
Based upon their personal narratives, in what ways were the subjects 
affected by the preaching? 
Research Question 3 
What elements in the sermons did the subjects associate with their life 
experience? 
Research Question 4 
What other elements did the subjects associate with their life experience 
(e.g. prayer, influence of friends, Bible study, life history, etc.)? 
Definition of Terms 
Biblical preaching: Preaching that finds its source of the core content 
in the Scripture well interpreted. The proclamation of the Scripture's truth which 
"exposes the idea of a biblical passage (passages), contextually understood" 
(Thompson). This preaching in no way limits or attempts to confine how that 
• 
content is conveyed. 
Modernism: The period of history beginning in the Renaissance that 
elevated humankind to the center of reality, also centralized the scientific method 
• 
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as the means to understanding that reality and replaced revelation with reason 
as the final arbiter of truth (Grenz Primer 61-62). 
• 
Postmodernism: A rejection of the "Enlightenment project" and the 
assumptions upon which it is based. It is an "incredl,llity toward metanarratives" 
(Reid 5); that is, a skepticism toward the great narratives that comprised 
worldviews for many generations. Further, postmodernism "refers to the 
intellectual mood and cultural expressions that are becoming increasingly 
dominant in contemporary society" (Grenz Primer 13). 
Pre-Christian: A positively nuanced term describing a non-believer who 
mayor may not become Christian. However, the way of referring to non-
believers causes one to see the possibility of their conversion and do all he/she 
can do to help those people find their destiny in Christ (Ford Jesus 14, Hunter 
Unchurched 15). 
Baby Boomers: The approximately 76 million Americans born post-
World War II make them the largest generation in U.S. history. They bring with 
. 
them a massive cultural shift that exceeds their numbers (Murren 23). Perhaps 
their most notable characteristics are individualism and optimism. 
Baby Busters: Born between the years of 1961-1981 (Howe & Strauss 
12) and often referred to as "Generation X" (a generation without identity). While 
the age of the persons who make up this sociological group is one way of 
identifying them, another demarcation is an attitude of pessimism in regard to 
achieving the traditional American dream (Zander 37). These Americans make 
• 
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up a mindset and worldview that is generally regarded as postmodern and often 
post-Christian (Tapia 18) . . 
Seekers: "Anyone asking fundamental religious questions who has not 
found, or is not finding, the institutional church relevant to his or her quest. They 
may be churched or unchurched" (Duffet xv) . . 
Unchurched: Those persons who have never been inside a church, as 
well as persons who have a church background but do not have a relationship 
with Christ, and those who have not attended a church in some time, usually 
years (Warren 167). 
Context of Study 
The church that serves as the context for this study is Metroplex Chapel 
located in Euless, Texas. Euless is a suburb of Dallas/Fort Worth situated in an 
area known as the Mid-Cities. Metroplex Chapel was founded in 1983 and 
presently meets in a former shopping center that has been owned by the church 
for many years. While the church is affiliated with the Church of the Nazarene, 
its worship style and structure is very different than a typical church in this 
denomination. During the 1980's and the earlier part of this decade the church 
experienced great growth reaching a high of 900 persons in average attendance 
with a large pastoral staff. This could be attributed to several factors including 
strong pastoral leadership, contemporary worship, and its neo-Charismatic 
theology and practice . 
• 
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In 1994 the church reached both its peak and plateau in growth. Then in 
1995 the founding pastor resigned to accept the call to pastor a different church. 
Following his resignation the church went without a pastor for eight months. In 
that period the church experienced many difficulties and declined to an average 
attendance of just over 500 persons. 
In May 1996 I became the pastor of the church. Since that time the 
church has gone through substantial transition. I led the church away from its 
worship driven format on Sunday mornings to a "seeker sensitive" service . 
• 
These changes along with differences in pastoral style caused the church to lose 
many more of its constituents as well as attract new ones. The result has been a 
• 
church whose average attendance is now 452 persons. Of these persons two 
thirds have attended the church for three years or less. Many of these newer 
attendees have some church background but were not a part of any church 
when they began attending Metroplex Chapel. Young families with children 
make up the bulk of this group with the greatest percentage of adults being in 
. 
their late twenties and thirties. Forty-percent of the Sunday morning attendance 
is below the age of eighteen. 
The church still maintains a large staff for its size. Along with myself there 
is a total of five pastors. Also on staff are five support staff in the areas of 
secretarial support and finances. In addition the church maintains an academy 
of 250 students from pre-school through the sixth grade . 
• 
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Presently the Sunday service is approximately seventy to seventy-five 
minutes in length. The worship format includes approximately fifteen to twenty 
minutes of singing, with the music being in a "pop rock" style and utilizing 
predominantly contemporary worship choruses. Additionally the service contains 
drama, multi-media, vocal and instrumental solos, as well as an offering. This 
allows roughly thirty-five minutes in preaching time. The preaching event is 
supported by an outline inserted into the bulletin, "Power Point" multi-media, and 
the inclusion of occasional testimonials. 
Description of Project 
The project consisted of a six week sermon series that began on 
September 7, 1997. Six sermons were chosen both for scheduling purposes 
and in an attempt to adequately address the theme without losing the interest of 
the congregation. The series was titled, "Surprised By God." The theme of the 
• 
series was the nature and character of God and its relevance to our daily lives. 
The following were the individual sermon titles and Scripture texts in the order 
they were preached --
"Surprised By A God Who Knows It All" 
Scripture: Psalm 139: 1-6 
Focus: Discovering a God is omniscient -- he knows everything. 
"Surprised By A God Who Is Powerful" 
Scripture: Jeremiah 32:26-27 
Focus: Discovering a God who is omnipotent -- all powerful. 
"Surprised By A God Who Is Always There" 
Scripture: Psalm 139:7-18 
Focus: Discovering a God is omnipresent -- present all the time, 
everywhere. 
"Surprised By A God Who Is Just" 
Scripture: Romans 2:2-11 
Focus: Discovering a God who is a righteous judge. 
"Surprised By A God Who Is Gracious" 
Scripture: Psalm 103:8-12 
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Focus: Discovering a God who outrageously gives unmerited 
favor. 
"Surprised By A God Who Is Always the Same" 
Scripture: James 1: 16-18 
Focus: Discovering a God who is immutable -- unchanging. 
This sermon series was chosen for two reasons. First, through my 
research I discovered that one of the biggest questions Busters ask regarding 
religious matters has to do with the identity of God. Thus this series allowed me 
• 
to address an issue relevant to their lives. Second, I wanted to do a series that 
would be clearly biblical. Again this series opened the door for that to be done 
easily. Taken together the reasons for choosing this series would allow me to 
preach a biblical series while connecting with the lives of biblical seekers. 
Methodology of the Study 
Describing and evaluating a model of biblical preaching that impacts the 
lives of religious seekers involved participants listening to sermons preached 
over a six-week period. After hearing these sermons, subjects participated in a 
• 
thirty-minute interview where they were asked to describe the impact of the 
preaching in their own terms . 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
The working definition of what constitutes biblical preaching came from a 
review of the literature, as well as my listening and observing communicators 
proven effective in preaching to postmodern persons. 
Independent and Dependent Variables 
• 
One independent variable in this study was participation in the services 
when the sermon series was preached. A second independent variable was the 
elements of the sermons as presented in the model of this study (i.e. biblical, 
relevant, practical, credible, relational, simple, experiential, narrative). 
The dependent variable measured in this study was the impact experienced in 
the subjects' lives. 
Instrumentation 
Researcher Designed Questionnaire. Each subject registered 
responses to a thirteen-item, researcher designed Likert-scale instrument in 
pretest. This questionnaire sought to determine to what degree the subjects 
reflected the profile characteristics of a postmodern person. 
Semi-structured Interview Protocol. In this study a thirty-minute, five-
question, post-test interview structure was used to determine the impact of the 
six weeks of biblical preaching on the subjects' lives. These open-ended 
questions allowed the subjects to explain the impact of the sermons in their own 
words. Thus the interview sought to understand the experiences of the subjects 
and the meaning they gave to those experiences (Seidman 3). 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Data Collection 
Upon agreeing to participate in the study, the subjects responded to a · 
. 
• 
personal data questionnaire that determined their relationship to Christ, life 
history including family and religious history, biblical knowledge, and religious 
practices. Also, upon agreeing to participate the subjects responded to a Likert-
type researcher designed questionnaire. . 
The main aspect of this study was data collection through the use of a 
post-test interview. These interviews allowed each participant to share the 
impact of the preaching events on his or her life. 
The subjects were sent a letter explaining the purpose of the interview 
and their role in participating. Once the letter was received a follow-up phone 
call scheduled an interview. 
Population and Sample 
As noted above Metroplex Chapel in Euless, Texas served as the 
population for this study. The congregation is equally distributed in terms of 
gender and occupation. Of this group a sample was randomly chosen from 
. 
among its Baby Busters who were attending Sunday morning worship but who 
had not yet committed to membership. 
Delimitations and Generalizability of the Study 
This study attempted to understand biblical preaching's impact upon 
religious seekers. Thus, the study operated under at least two assumptions. 
The first was the belief that biblical preaching can make a significant difference in 
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the lives of people, leading them to faith and deeper Christian commitment. 
Second was the belief that today's postmodern person needs biblical preaching, 
but of a kind that assists them in being more responsive to the Christian faith as 
a whole. 
When this study speaks of postmodernpersons it does not assume that it 
can be applied to all of them everywhere. Rather this study specifically 
addresses postmodern persons in the American southwest. It is assumed that 
postmodern persons in this region of the country will carry certain qualities and 
characteristics perhaps not found in other parts of the country. 
The study did not explore every style of biblical preaching (Le. topical, 
thematic, narrative, etc.) individually. While each sermon contained certain 
aspects of each style, the sermons as a whole looked to introducing elements 
into biblical preaching that enhanced it so as to impact the lives of the 
participants. 
Preaching is but one aspect of creating understanding and seeking to 
. 
influence the lives of persons. Certainly other means may contribute to this 
same end, such as family of origin, worship, sacraments, pastoral care, Christian 
conversation, Bible study, drama, music, small groups, etc. This study in no way 
intended to dismiss these methods and others as a total. package of ministries 
like those just mentioned is necessary to reach seekers (Duffet xiii). Rather this 
study looked to the ways biblical preaching affected the lives of persons whose 
culture gives them no context for truth . 
• 
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Overview of the Study 
Chapter 2 anchors the current study in the ongoing flow of related 
research and literature. This includes an in-depth look at biblical preaching and 
the possible elements necessary to be effective in communicating to seekers . 
. 
Chapter 3 presents the design of the study suggesting the basis for the selection 
of the instrument to measure the impact of the preaching model. Chapter 4 
reports the findings of the study. Chapter 5 completes the study with a summary 
of the findings and their interpretation. 
I. Problem 
CHAPTER 2 
Review of Selected Literature 
"'Behold, the days are comillg, ' 
says the Lord God, 
'That I will send afamine all the land, 
Not afamine of bread, . 
Nor a thirstfor water, 
But of hearing the words of the Lord.'" 
Amos 8:11 
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• 
These ominous words from the prophet seem to have been fulfilled in our 
day. Perhaps not in the same way the prophet predicted in his time; that is, the 
Lord stopping the flow of his words to the people. But there appears to be a 
famine of hearing God's word from Christian pulpits. I do not believe this is just a 
result of a lack of preachers attempting to preach the Bible, although this may be 
the case in many churches. Rather, there seems to be a famine of God's words 
in the sense that many of us Christian pastors are not giving the "words of the 
Lord" in such a way as to gain a hearing. An estimated 350-380,000 churches 
flood the United States, more than any other nation in the world, yet North 
America is now the largest mission field in the English-speaking world. When 
you put the United States and Canada together, they an~ the third largest 
mission field in the world, following China and India (Ford Story 43). In recent 
surveys by the Barna Research Group, only 37 percent of Americans said they 
attended a religious service in the past week, down from 49 percent in 1991 . 
• 
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Other statistics show that not even one county in the United States has a higher 
percentage of churched people than it had a decade ago (Barna "Pastors"). This 
. 
. is not to say that preaching carries the whole burden of attracting and/or 
reaching all seekers and postmodern persons, but it does carry its share. If we 
hope to speak to those in our culture and in our churches in such a way as to 
make a lasting difference in their lives, then we will need to change the way we 
communicate for it is evident postmodern persons are not lining up waiting to get 
into our sanctuaries, much less listen to our preaching. 
Recently members of my congregation and church staff did neighborhood 
surveys of persons who do not regularly attend church. What we found was not 
surprising, but nonetheless disturbing. Not only did people see the church as 
irrelevant to the issues of their lives, people generally ignore the churches in our 
area. Moreover, the thought of participating in a church rarely crosses their 
minds. They are more likely to look to the tele-psychics for clues to dealing with 
the realities of life as they are the Christian church, and this in the supposed 
"Bible Belt." Using a sports analogy, Robert Duffet, author of A Relevant Word, 
states, "Contemporary communicators are faced with a radically different 
situation. We are playing on someone else's court; the referees are hostile; and 
the crowd either stays at home, leaves early, or cares more about the band" (34). 
My concern here is how to preach biblically so as to impact the lives of 
seekers. More specifically, how does one preach to postmodern religious 
seekers, be they churched or unchurched? How does one communicate the 
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Bible to those asking fundamental religious questions and not finding the church 
relevant to their quest? As Fred Craddock says, "Our task is not just to say a 
word, to tell the truth, but to get the truth heard" (19). This is particularly 
important when one considers the burgeoning interest in spirituality and the 
simultaneous decline of the church in our culture. Certainly, "the way the gospel 
is communicated and the growth or decline of churches are closely linked" 
(Duffet xii). 
The focus is on biblical preaching because this is the kind of preaching 
that Christian preachers are called to do. This is opposed to other types of 
preaching that may use the Bible in presentation but only for flavor, or they feign 
biblical preaching as the ideas for the sermon come from somewhere other than 
the Bible. When this happens, the preaching task is relegated to the level of 
psycho-babble, offering little to no nourishment for famished souls. This may 
sound harsh, but when we in the churches' pulpits fail to offer up the Bible rightly 
interpreted, what are we offering that the local secular self-help bookstore 
. 
cannot? Leith Anderson, author of A Church for the 21 st Century, captures this 
idea when he says, "To omit the Bible or merely use the Bible as a 'jumping-off 
spot' for the preacher's opinion is presumptuous. It assumes what we have to 
say is more important than what God has to say ... Modern Americans want an 
authoritative message from God that is distinctively different from all the others. 
They come to hear what God has to say" (Anderson 205). 
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The religious seeker is the population focus of this study for two reasons. 
In terms of percentage this is one of the fastest growing populations groups of 
our culture which, as we shall see in the following pages, presents a unique 
challenge for the gospe\. Secondly, I believe preaching is one of the important 
means of reaching that seeker. 
II. The Preaching Imperative 
The Apostle Paul writes in Romans 10, speaking of unbelievers, "And how 
can they believe in the one of whom they have not heard? And how can they 
hear without someone preaching to them? ... Consequently, faith comes from 
hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word of Christ" (vs . 
. 14,17). Here Paul states the supracultural imperative that preaching is central to 
the purpose of bringing people to faith. I am certain that the Apostle by no 
means meant to limit this preaching to the kind we do in the worship service, as 
Paul used other approaches in addition to expository preaching to communicate 
the gospe\. But in the North American church pulpit, preaching has taken on a 
great deal of the burden of conveying biblical truth. Notwithstanding the truth of 
this, the mandate to reach lost persons with the gospel (Matthew 28: 19), what is 
modeled by the majority of preachers, what is expected by most congregations 
• 
and what is expected by religious seekers in attendance, coupled with 
. 
conservative evangelical understanding of the authority of the Scriptures, creates 
anxiety for many preachers. This anxiety can take the joy out of preaching, in 
particular the anxiety created by how one should use the Bible in speaking to the 
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• 
postmodern seeker. Compounding this frustration is the communication style 
taught in most seminaries. What is taught is often biblical, but assumes that the 
. 
audience understands the Christian faith and is convinced of the accuracy of the 
Christian worldview. This, I believe, in most contextstoday is a faulty 
assumption, even within the church. 
III. Why Preach the Bible? 
"Life, death, hell, and worlds unknown may hang on the 
preaching and hearing of the sermon." Charles H. Spurgeon 
As stated above, preaching is one of the chief means God intends to use 
in communicating the gospel. Consequently primacy should be placed on . 
preaching in the church. Somewhere along the line we seem to have lost 
confidence in this great task. Not until we regain this confidence will preaching 
regain its central place in communicating the truth of the gospel. Our confidence 
must come from two sources; first, our belief in the authority of the Scripture in 
our preaching (2 Tim. 3: 16). While I will explore the theological importance of 
this shortly, I believe for the church to place preaching in its primary role we must 
regain "the historic conviction that what Scripture says, God says" (Packer 13). 
And if God says it, no question exists that we should be communicating it. For 
me, this foundational belief, both objectively witnessed by the Church historically, 
and subjectively experienced in my own life, gives me great impetus to preach 
the Bible. 
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Our second source from which confidence in preaching must come is our 
, 
belief in the uniqueness of Christian preaching. Christian preaching is unique in 
terms of its twenty centuries of unbroken tradition as well as its singular use 
among world religions. Moreover, preaching is unique because in John Stott's 
sacramental understanding, for which I agree, it "brings dramatically into the here 
and now the historical redemptive work of Christ" (107). Third, Rick Warren, 
pastor of Saddleback Community Church, Foothill Ranch, California, says that 
the uniqueness of preaching rests on the belief that "in terms of seeing radical 
life changes in individuals, nothing else can take the place of Spirit-anointed 
preachi~g" (306). 
Christian preaching is unique because it is about God, the God of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. "Precisely because God is the subject of communication, 
because preaching is about God and not about anything else, it is sui generis - in 
a class by itself' ( Pitt-Watson 13). 
• "Preach the Word!" 2 Timothy 4:2 
IV. Theology of Preaching 
In beginning to think about what lies behind a return to confidence in the 
preaching task is a sound theology of preaching. Any good theology of 
preaching begins with the revealing nature of God. He is the God who from the 
beginning has sought to reveal himself in nature, to persons individually, and all 
of humanity, beginning with Adam and Eve, continuing with Noah, Abraham, 
• 
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Israel, and now the church. Our God is a God who desires to make himself 
known, and to be known intimately. Throughout the Scripture God calls to lost 
. 
humanity inviting them to know him. The prophet Jeremiah, prophesying of the 
new covenant, says for God, "They shall all know me".(31 :34). 
God has not only sought to reveal himself, he has sought to reveal himself 
through speech and actions. "He has actually communicated with his people by 
speech ... Here then is a fundamental conviction about the living, redeeming, 
and self-revealing God. It is the foundation upon which all Christian preaching 
rests" (Stott 95-96). Moreover, he has caused his speech and acts to be 
communicated to us in written words, the Bible. The writer of the letter to the 
Hebrews affirms, "God has spoken" (1: 1-2), and the effect of this revelation is 
that if God has spoken, we cannot help but speak. Amos, the prophet declares, 
"The Lord God has spoken! Who can but prophesy" (3:8). The Apostle Paul 
likewise proclaims, "And according to what is written, 'I believed and therefore I 
spoke,' we also believe and therefore speak" (2 Corinthians 4: 13). Thus, 
whether it be the command of Jesus in commissioning his disciples (Matthew 
28: 19-20), or the Apostle PaUl's charge to the young Timothy (2 Timothy 4:2), 
the preacher must understand that "God has spoken and he has commanded us 
to speak of him" (Ouduit 17). • 
However, this revealing and the charge it places on us to preach is not 
adequate without clarity on the theme and focus of our message. "God has 
spoke in times past" but has now "spoken to us by His Son" (Hebrews 1 :1-2) . 
• 
• 
• 
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For our speaking to be consistent with God's self-revealing it must be 
Christological. Jesus serves as the content for our preaching. The human 
instrument is not lifted up, but the risen Christ is. James Denney says, "No man 
can give at once the impression that he himself is clever and that Jesus Christ is 
mighty to save." 
Finally, an adequate theology of Scripture stands on two further 
convictions. As mentioned above the first of our final convictions has to do with 
belief of Scripture and authority. The ones who can stand and declare the 
Christ boldly are those who carry a high authority of the Bible. In his book, 
Between Two Worlds, John Stott declares that what offers the preacher authority 
is a belief that Scripture is "God's Word written" (96). Thus, apart from the 
apostolic witness as recorded in the canon there is no authoritative witness. 
The second of the last convictions is not only that God has spoken 
through the Scriptures, but that he still speaks through that same Scripture. 
Moreover, the belief that the agent who opens those Scriptures and declares 
them in the name of Christ speaks God's word. We need the reminder as 
preachers that Scripture "is a living word to living people from the living God, a 
contemporary message for the contemporary world" (Stott 100). 
This theology of preaching can only lead to a further conviction; that is, all 
preaching if it is to be Christian preaching must be biblical. "Those who preach 
from some other authority or text may speak with great effect and attractiveness, 
but they are preaching 'another gospel,' and their words will betray them" (Duduit 
• 
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15). If we believe that the Bible is the authoritative Word of God that speaks 
today then we must rely on it as our primary source for preaching. This is not to 
prescribe what form the preaching takes, or that one cannot or should not use 
outside sources, only to insure that the sermon is rooted in the Word of God. 
When talking about preaching today, a friend of mine is fond of quoting Francis 
Schaeffer who said, "All truth is God's truth." True, perhaps, but is there a 
qualitative difference between the general revelation of a contemporary book 
and the special revelation of the Bible? The answer is a given. 
V. Biblical Preaching, The Tension 
• 
To say that all Christian preaching is biblical does not define biblical 
. preaching. This kind of preaching is not easy to define for the definition of what 
constitutes biblical preaching seems to vary widely and is in a state of transition. 
In order to explore the definition of biblical preaching further, let me offer the 
opinions of two preachers from widely different traditions. Both evangelical, they 
bring differentviewpoints of what defines biblical preaching. The first is John 
Stott, rector of All Souls Church in the Anglican tradition, in London, England, 
and a well-known author on the subject of preaching. Stott believes that all true 
Christian preaching is expository preaching. In this he refers to the sermon's 
• 
biblical content rather than its style. 
To expound the Scripture is to bring out of the text what is there 
and expose it to view ... the opposite of exposition is 'imposition', 
which is to impose on the text what is not there ... Our responsibility 
as expositors is to open it (the text) in such a way that it speaks its 
message clearly, plainly, accurately, relevantly, without addition, 
subtraction or falsification. In expository preaching the biblical text 
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is ... a master which dictates and controls what is said. (125-126) 
Contrast the above with Lee Strobel's definition of what connotes biblical 
preaching. Strobel is a teaching pastor at Willow Creek Community Church in 
South Barrington, Illinois. Willow Creek, one of the largest churches in North 
America, is designed to reach unchurched unbelievers. Strobel is noted for 
having been an atheist who converted to Jesus Christ through Willow Creek. He 
is the author of Inside the Mind of Unchurched Harry and Mary: How to Reach 
Friends and Family Who Avoid God and the Church. He states, "Being biblical 
means the gospel of Jesus is presented in its fullness, with accuracy, and in a 
compelling way, calling people to action" ("Timeless" 22). 
Strobel's definition is much broader than Stott's. It implies that being 
biblical has to do more with preaching from within the realm of biblical truth, as 
opposed to truth that originates from a specific text. So while Strobel makes no 
mention of the use of a specific text, he does acknowledge the need for 
application oOruth. Unlike Stott, Strobel's sole emphasis is not on how one 
uses the text, but on the effect of the sermon. For Strobel, the goal of the 
sermon is life change (Dawn 210). He says, "I want the sermon to help people 
do, to help people change" (21). This is an admirable desire and what I desire in 
my preaching. I do not want people to simply be informed (most of us are 
. 
knowledgeable beyond our obedience already), I want them to be changed . 
• 
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I want their behavior to be altered. Stott and Strobel both place emphasis on 
truth and application, but differ on the specificity of where that truth should 
• 
• originate . 
Inherent dangers lurk in both approaches. The danger of Stott's approach 
is not connecting with the audience, particularly with one filled with postmodern 
persons, as are many of our churches. His approach may assume too much in 
terms of interest and background in the Bible. On the other hand, the danger of 
Strobel's approach is that it may lack the controls necessary to insure integrity to 
the Bible's message. Most church goers are not so scripturally adept as to 
insure fidelity to the truth contained in the Bible apart from using specifically 
exegeted and applied texts. Rather, most hearers, if not careful, will allow 
personal subtleties, or the subtleties of the culture, to intrude into the way the 
Scripture is applied, thus, falling into the trap Stott's approach seeks to avoid 
which is imposing on the text rather than exposing what is already there. 
A tendency remains to use the text as pretext in a sermon in order to make it fit 
the point. This trap often comes with the impulse most preachers have to make 
the Bible relevant. However, Leander Keck, author of The Bible in the Pulpit, 
warns that this impulse can be so strong that the preacher fails to deal seriously 
with the text. He contends that one of the dangers is "The sermon actually 
imparts the ideas and concerns that the text may have triggered in the 
preacher's mind. A phrase, a metaphor, a feature of the story, simply serves as 
• 
• 
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a catalyst; the actual content of the sermon is derived elsewhere and frequently 
could have been suggested just as well by a fortune cookie" (101). 
Most preachers are far more indoctrinated into culture than the Bible and 
can easily impose cultural ideas on the text. Therefore the safest path is to work 
diligently at making sure the truth preached flows out of God's truth and yet 
, 
clearly connects with the postmodern mind. Herein lies the argument for the 
preacher to be thoroughly saturated in biblical text and worldview as a lifelong 
practice. 
In order to arrive at an adequate definition of biblical preaching for this 
study we turn to a third definition offered by David Thompson, Professor of 
English Bible, Asbury Theological Seminary. He states --
All preaching worthy of the name is "biblical preaching" and is 
"expositional" in as much as it exposes the ideas of a biblical 
passage (or passages) contextually understood. (3/27/96) 
Leander Keck agrees with Thompson. He asserts, "Preaching is truly biblical 
when (a) the Bible governs the content of the sermon and when (b) the function 
of the sermon is analogous to that of the text" (106). The focus of both 
definitions is that the source of the core content and ideas being proclaimed 
come from the Scripture. The Scripture well-interpreted informs the preacher's 
understanding of the concepts proclaimed. • 
Finally, one of the strengths of Thompson's definition is that it is 
• 
descriptive rather than prescriptive. It does not say what form the sermon has to 
take nor how one must proclaim the sermon. The definition stays faithful to the 
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biblical text itself while allowing the preacher sufficient freedom to connect to the 
audience, make application to their world, and aim toward the goal of life 
. 
trC?nsformation. Thompson's definition of biblical preaching serves as the basis 
for this study, with added emphasis on those elements that specifically connect 
with the religious seeker. 
Many years ago Helmut Thielicke, German author, theologian, and pastor, 
offered a helpful suggestion on how to preach biblical sermons. Although I am 
unsure that his suggestion received much credibility at the time. He called this 
kind of preaching the "textual-thematic" sermon (63). This is set beside the 
"textual sermon," or what might be called the "expository sermon". This sermon 
presentation goes through the text, usually a paragraph of text, and follows the 
train of thought, seeking to exhaust and explore the whole of it. The "textual-
thematic" sermon contains one central point. While Thielicke admits the 
pitfalls of such a method in terms of imposing on the text, or simply using it as 
"background noise" (63), he contends that these can be avoided as long as the 
preacher does not take the theme from life and then simply hang the text on it. 
Rather, the preacher should take the theme from the text itself "and with 
its aid formulate the main point of this text" (63). He argues that this method 
keeps the message sufficiently biblical, brings order and clarity, and is more 
helpful to the listeners, "especially those who are on the fringes or outside the 
church" (65). So, for this method to be useful, the impetus for biblical 
faithfulness is in the lap of the preacher, just as it is in expository preaching . 
• 
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This method of preaching could be helpful in communicating to religious seekers 
. 
the dangerous and life changing message of the gospel. The simplicity and 
clarity it permits could be useful in applying biblical truth in the lives of persons 
who have little or no context for truth, and for whom we must make the truth 
understandable. 
A similar means of using the Bible in communicating to religious seekers 
and remaining biblical is suggested by Calvin Miller, former pastor and now 
teacher of homiletics at Southwestern Baptist Seminary. He says that the 
sermon should contain only one point, and that this point should be taken from 
one focal passage, meaning a single verse or a portion of a verse. Of course, 
this verse should be understood within its context so that the verse and the 
context speak as one. But the purpose of using one verse instead of a 
paragraph or more of Scripture is so the sermon can be a tight single focused 
presentation (102-103). Whether one takes this approach or not (often the use 
of more than one verse is necessary) it does allow for simplicity, which is 
important in a culture bombarded with information, and which for the most part is 
biblically illiterate. One might argue that this method simply enhances biblical 
illiteracy. However, here we are arguing for a method of biblical preaching that is 
faithful to the text and connects with religious seekers. This assumes that they 
know little or nothing about the Bible and may not be convinced the Bible is true 
or relevant. 
• 
VI. Where the Sermon Begins, Where the Sermon Ends 
"Be tactful with those who are not Christians . .. Talk to them 
agreeably and with aflavor o/wit, alld try to fit your answers 
to the needs 0/ each olle." Colossians 4:5-6 (JB) . 
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One of the great debates in many preaching circles is whether one begins 
with the audience or the Bible when developing the sermon. In other words, 
does a communicator select his sermon idea and/or topic from the needs of the 
people or from the Bible. One other way of understanding this is whether or not 
the preacher identifies a need and then finds a text that speaks to that need, or 
• 
whether the text is identified first and then an attempt is made to make it relevant 
to the hearers. 
The latter is Stott's approach in .his book Between Two Worlds. He 
argues that preachers stand between the world of revelation on the one hand, 
and the world of the congregation on the other. It would seem that even those 
who deny that they identify a need to speak to first are nonetheless affected by 
the needs of people more than they care to admit. None of us lives in a 
vacuum, and it would be difficult, and perhaps not advisable, for a preacher to 
choose a text without the needs of the people he/she will be speaking to 
affecting that choice. At a minimum, being pastoral and people sensitive 
requires a careful selection of a text that addresses the situation of persons in 
the congregation. The ultimate challenge then is sensitivity to the people's needs 
and to the culture while being faithful to the text. 
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Here it is important to note that when the needs or culture become the 
hermeneutic instead of the context of the Bible. we run into dangerous territory. 
• 
One must be careful not to interpret Scripture through the lens of the culture. but 
to interpret culture through the lens of Scripture. This is no easy task and one 
missionaries have been struggling with for centuries. i.e. becoming indigenous 
without syncretizing. 
In this regard it would be easy to criticize those who lean toward 
connecting with the needs of the congregation first. accusing them of 
compromise. However. speaking to the postmodern person presents a whole 
new challenge that those who speak primarily to the already convinced do not 
• 
face. The preaching model that assumes the congregation understands or even 
cares about the Bible. may have worked well in a Christendom model of church 
life. but as George Hunter tells us. ''The west has been lost" (Secular 23). 
Rather than the mission field being understood as being in some far off place. 
the mission frontier is now at our doorstep (Mead 2). George Gallup points out 
that by the end of this decade one-third of our society will have no Christian 
memory (Hunter Unchurched 20). If we cannot learn to address these people we 
may be preaching to empty pews . 
• 
In this new environment there is a whole new emphasis on the listener as 
an important participant in the message. This has always been true. but we are 
just beginning to realize it. "Effective communication requires that we 
simultaneously be both message and audience centered" (Engel 24). The 
• 
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Living Bible puts it this way, "Yes, whatever a person is like, I try to find common 
ground with him so that he will let me tell him about Christ and let Christ save 
him" (I Corinthians 9:23). That common ground is likely not the Bible but human 
need. Again, Lee Strobel states his method: "Often for seekers, I begin in the 
real world, connecting with their needs ... based on that, I show the relevance of 
Scripture. I build a bridge from the real world into the world of the Scripture" 
(24). Using this method the audience has a great influence in the shape the 
message takes. One starts where the people and their needs are, and moves 
them not only to where one wants them to be, but where they need to be. 
Churches target four basic audiences Lee Strobel informs us. Many 
churches do not know which one they are targeting, but simply by what they do 
or do not do they target one of the four (162). These audiences are displayed in 
the graph below. 
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There may be other categories, but these describe the ones most churches face. 
What is true for churches appears to also be true for preachers. We target one 
• 
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• 
of these four audiences in our sermons intentionally or unintentionally. The 
words we use, the illustrations we give, the place or person the sermon starts 
with targets one of these audiences. Depending on which audience we start 
with, we can make certain assumptions. . 
If the person is a churched believer, we can assume they know the routine 
of the service, and when they listen to the sermon they will understand the 
Scripture references come from the Bible, Old or New Testament. We may 
assume that they understand, to a greater or lesser degree, most of the 
terminology we use; e.g. sanctification, justification, the Apostle Paul. We may 
also assume that they have at least a minimal interest in what the Bible has to 
say. 
However, if we start with the unchurched unbeliever, and thus many 
religious seekers, most of these assumptions may have to be laid aside. In fact, 
it is safer to assume ignorance. For instance, when making a Bible reference it 
may be helpful to this person if we share not only the name of the book, chapter 
and verse, but also that it comes from the Old or New Testament of the Bible. 
More than this, we are probably safe in assuming that they are not immediately 
interested in what the Bible has to say. Unfortunately, "Statistics show that 60% 
of Americans feel the church is irrelevant. The pulpit is often portrayed as the 
epitome of irrelevance" (Schroeder). This is consistent with the findings of one 
church that conducted a neighborhood canvas before starting their first service. 
One of the top reasons people gave for steering clear of the church was that the 
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sermons were irrelevant and did not relate to daily life (Strobel 167). Again, if 
preachers start in the world of those who are church inexperienced, offering 
something that is relevant to their lives, we might gain a hearing of religious 
seekers, both churched and unchurched. Then we can move them to where we 
want them to be ... the truth of the Bible. • 
The church Rick Warren started in 1980 has now blossomed to over 
13,000 attending weekend services. Of those who have become a part of the 
church, 80 percent were unchurched unbelievers before joining. He too 
believes, as mentioned above, that it is a good communication principle to start 
with the needs of the people to gain their attention. He goes further in stating he 
believes this was Jesus' method of communication (224-225). He bemoans the 
fact that "many pastors determine the content of their messages by what they 
feel they need to say rather than what the people need to hear" (227). 
Therefore, his criterion for determining the worth of a message is one question: 
"Would this message make sense to a totally unchurched person?" (293). He 
firmly believes that "as long as you teach the Bible, God doesn't care whether 
you start with the text and move to applying it to people's needs, or start with the 
people's needs and move to the text" (295). 
This is not a new concept. Even thirty years ago Christian preachers like 
German pastor and theologian Helmut Thielicke were suggesting a similar 
approach. Perhaps because he was facing then in his country what we are only 
now facing; a declining church and people are who generally indifferent to the 
• 
• 
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church. In his book, The Trouble With the Church, Thielicke suggests that the 
preacher start with what he called the "Sitz im Leben," the "problems which are 
rooted in life" (117) and bring the gospel to bear on them. He based this on the 
belief he learned from such theologians as Lessing and Shleiermacher "that I 
can appropriate and receive into my existence only that which ultimately 
concerns me and therefore has meaning for my life" (115). Thus the sermons 
must be able to demonstrate the "existential relevance" of our beliefs. Further, 
he notes--
I am now of the conviction that we are entering a new phase in 
the history of thought, and to me it seems very important that 
we should clearly recognize this transition. Today the "Christian 
engagement" is again beginning at a different point. Our question --
in any case the question of secularized man, in so far as he is 
receptive and asks the question at all -- no longer begins with the 
given dogmas ... For many the dogmas are no longer a "given" at all, 
but are completely unreal. (116) 
I quote Thielicke at length because of the applicability of what he said then in his 
culture to our culture now. The starting place for engaging persons with the 
Christian faith . is not at the point of our beliefs, issues, or questions. This 
assumes secular persons or religious seekers both believe what we believe or at 
a minimum are interested. The starting place is at the point of the questions, 
concerns, problems, beliefs, and issues of the seeker. These are problems and 
• 
questions common to us all, Christian or non-Christian. 
Thielicke suggests that the pastor gather together certain people groups, 
he offers parents as an example, and allows them to raise the questions and 
issues that they are facing. The pastor's preaching would then focus on 
. 
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addressing those questions and situations raised by the group. He believed that 
this would keep preaching from being Docetic, thus never really speaking into 
. 
the lives of people at the point of their need, particularly the young. He states, 
"Here one is compelled to deal with the detail, the practical, concrete issues of 
life, and the Word must become flesh" (119). . 
While there may be merit with this understanding of preaching, this 
approach has its own dangers which will be addressed later. The assumption is 
that people listen and learn best if they have an interest in what they are hearing. 
The weight of concern is on getting a listening ear from the postmodern seeker. 
We cannot preach to those who will not listen. This is no easy task, particularly 
• 
because "Unchurched people today are the ultimate consumers. We may not 
like it, but for every sermon we preach, they're asking, 'Am I interested in that 
subject or not?' If they aren't, it doesn't matter how effective our delivery is; their 
minds will check out" (Robinson Mastering 27). 
This is true for most believers as well. Few persons willingly listen to a 
talk about a subject they are either not interested in, or that fails to speak to their 
needs. Calvin Miller, who argues that the sermon needs to be returned to the 
marketplace, also believes "The church must speak to the interests of the 
. marketplace if it is to hold its attention" (190). In a word, preachers must learn 
to contextualize. Contexualization has been defined as "That dynamic process 
which interprets the Significance of a religion or cultural norm for a group with a 
different cultural heritage" (Osborne 318). This has at its center cross-cultural 
• 
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• 
communication, and this kind of communication takes the needs and questions 
of the audience very seriously. 
• 
At this point red flags go up for many. Some might object, as William 
Willimon does, that "Every time we let the world set the homiletical agenda ... we 
lose the battle before it begins" (76). His objection needs to be heard, 
especially by those who might be less than conscientious in attempting to use 
the Bible correctly. In recent years a strong move emerged away from the 
faithful use of Bible content in preaching. Many pastors feel that the Bible is not 
adequate or relevant enough to speak to persons in our culture. Karl Barth 
warns, "Woe to preachers who do not see first how relevant the Word of the 
• 
Bible is to people today" (114). In today's church "many pastors can preach 
whole messages with little more than a tip of the hat to a clause or two taken 
from a biblical context that few, if any, recognize" (Kaiser 2). This has grave 
potential for undermining the authority of Scripture in a church, as well as 
undermining any motivation lay persons might have in seeking in Scripture, not 
only spiritual nurture, but also answers to life's problems. 
Perhaps this drift away from the priority of the text reflects a diminishing 
view of the authority of the Bible. Grant Osborne, professor of New Testament at 
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, says that the "priority ·of the text diminishes 
progressively as one moves away from a high view of scriptural authority" (319). 
The truth found in the Bible is slowly being "replaced by the primacy of the 
current cultural context. The result is 'syncretistic contextualization'" (319). 
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Having heeded these warnings, we ought to be suspicious of those who 
do not regularly attempt to communicate to postmodern people, and who accuse 
others of not being biblical. "You don't have to transform the message of the 
Bible, but you do have to translate it into terms the unchurched will understand" 
(Warren 230). For example, if you are going to say something difficultfrom the 
Bible, then you must say it in such a way that people understand the difficult 
thing you are saying. All of this requires risk in the way one uses the text as it 
attempts to reach the postmodern person. Nevertheless, preachers today are 
going to have to be risk-takers who see their identity more in terms of missionary 
than caretaker if they hope to get a hearing. 
, 
In arguing for a method of preaching that takes the needs of the listeners 
seriously, even to the point of starting the message with them, one must be 
aware of the dangers present. One of those dangers has already been 
mentioned, that of imposing on the text. In fact, while I respect the work Rick 
Warren is doing, I have found his style of preaching, which relies almost solely 
on the prooftext, oftentimes twists the text to make it fit the point he is trying to 
make. 
A second danger is, as Willimon points out, "My 'felt needs' before I meet 
the Bible, are usually the result of sin rather than the path to salvation" (76). 
Once again, the needs of people cannot be allowed to be the hermeneutic in 
which we interpret the Bible. 
, 
• 
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A third danger is the drift away from the Bible to the therapeutic and to 
self-help. The concern here is that our preaching expose the idea of the biblical 
passage rather than having the core content come from some other source. 
Assuming this, the language of the therapeutic is some of the most available to 
our culture and usable in conveying the Bible's truth. Thus one might use 
therapeutic language, but not the therapeutic standard. In his book, The 
Intrusive Word, Willimon points out that if we are not careful our preaching can 
begin to look like "Leo Buscaglia dressed up like Jesus" (61). Because the 
language of the therapeutic has so invaded our culture without the control of 
biblical truth, preachers can end up sounding like pop psychologists preaching 
• 
the "Gospel of Therapy" (Dawn 209), rather than bold proclaimers of the truth of 
God. 
Perhaps even more distressing was a study conducted by Marsha Grace 
Witten. Witten, a sociologist from Franklin and Marshall College, found the 
sermon to be the centerpiece of Protestant worship. Undergirding her 
investigation is the conviction that language is central to the identity of religious 
communities. The study is based on the texts of forty-seven sermons given from 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and Southern Baptist Convention pulpits on Luke 
15: 11-32, the Parable of the Prodigal Son. Her findings included a "God whose 
primary function lies in providing psychological benefits to the individual human 
being ... God becomes an instrument for the alleviation of psychological burdens 
of men and women" (53). Witten contrasts this with the transcendent, majestic, 
• 
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awesome God of Luther and Calvin -- whose image informed early Protestant 
visions of the relationship between the human being and the divine" (53). Thus, 
"walking curiously hand-in-hand are the spiritual and the psychotherapeutic, the 
transcendent and the pragmatic" (Charles 40). 
Walter Kaiser, professor of Old Testament at Gordon Conwell Theological 
Seminary who is recognized for his evangelical biblical scholarship, writes --
Even more pastors have decided using the Bible is a handicap for 
meeting the needs of the boomer and "X" generations, therefore they 
have gone to drawing their sermons from the plethora of recovery and 
pop-psychology books that fill our Christian bookstores ... In fact, 
sermons that feature the latest pop-psychology or recovery plans are 
settling for less that they could or should. (2-3) 
, 
While one may not agree with Kaiser's answer to preaching systematically 
through the Bible in an expository way (4), his point is well taken. Accepting less 
than the authoritative word of God in addressing persons' needs and struggles 
leaves congregations spiritually anemic and unable to navigate the contemporary 
morass. 
Therefore, living with the tension between the needs of the audience and 
the truth of the Word of God creates a tension that anyone who takes the 
preaching task seriously must wrestle with. ''The church needs to know what the 
world wants to hear in a sermon, and yet also find a way to give it what it needs 
, 
to hear in a sermon" (Miller 31). Perhaps the questions to ask of a sermon that 
attempts to speak to the needs of an audience are: 
• Is this sermon biblical enough? 
• 
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• Do the answers and ideas being offered to address this problem or need truly 
derive from the biblical text(s) being considered? 
• Does the sermon end in the Bible, its answers, its remedies? 
• 
VII. The Postmodern Preaching Environment 
"History has ruptured, passions have been expended, 
belief has become difficult; heroes have died and 
beell replaced by celebrities." Todd Gitlin 
Never in our nation's history have those who are a part of the Christian 
subculture experienced such a gulf in understanding and worldview as exists 
now between them and those of the postmodern mindset. The question then, 
. 
when it comes to the persons involved, is how the unprecedented changes in our 
culture have affected the church, and particularly preaching. How does the 
environment of the culture contribute to the use of the Bible in preaching to those 
who do not hold Christian assumptions? 
The sociological environment in which the church is called to minister has 
changed in the past ten years more dramatically than most churches realize. 
The biggest environmental factor relates to the arrival of the now infamous 
"baby-boomers." These approximately 76 million persons bring with them the 
biggest cultural shift since the Civil War. "We are talking about a cultural 
• 
phenomenon, a set of attitudes and assumptions, a mentality distinctive to those 
born between 1946-1964" (Murren 23). Their impact is even greater than their 
numbers, and has virtually been ignored by most churches. Not only baby-
boomers have introduced massive changes in our culture, their children, the 
• 
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"Baby Busters," will introduce even greater cultural adjustments. Kevin Ford, a 
Buster himself, writes --
There is a big difference between us and our parents: Whereas the 
Boomers of the sixties protested and attacked the system ... my 
generation prefers to ignore or ridicule the system. We are the 
Beavis and Butthead generation. We don't like the establishment, but 
we don't like confrontation either. So we tend not to attack authority. 
It's easier to just avoid it -- and, if possible, laugh at it. (21) 
In ignoring these changes in the environment, churches are a little like the 
proverbial frog in the kettle. Placed in hot water the frog immediately jumps out. 
But, if you place the frog in cold water and then turn on the heat it will sit there 
and boil to death. The change in the temperature happens so subtly that it goes 
• 
unnoticed until too late. George Barna draws the parallel when he says, "Clearly, 
. the Christian Body cannot hope to have much of an impact if we respond in the 
. same way we have in the past. .. The solutions that worked ten or even five 
years ago will fail in the coming decade" (223). 
The challenge before the preacher is to seek the means to bridge the gulf. 
Again, the issue is how to be true to Scripture as God's word to humanity, 
revealing God's nature and person, and how to communicate effectively to a 
culture that like apostolic times: (1) has no knowledge of the gospel, and (2) 
must be convinced of the truth of the gospel, or at least its plausibility (Hunter 
Secular 35). Therefore, let us look further into the postmodern preaching 
environment at three aspects: postmodernism, Generation X ( a term coined by 
Douglas Coupland, author of Generation X ), and the effect of the media . 
• 
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1. Postmodernism 
The term postmodernism is being tossed about frequently, but most 
persons do not know what it means as much as they represent its effect. "In the 
last ten years postmodernism has become more than· a social condition and 
cultural movement, it has become a worldview" (Jencks 1 0). Howard Snyder, in 
his book Earth currents , says that "Postmodernism is a vigorous reaction to 
modernism. It is a flat rejection of the 'Enlightenment project' to build a new 
world through reason, law, and science" (215). The postmodern worldview 
"represents the triumph of the subjective, the ephemeral, and the fragmentary 
over the unchanging and the universal" (218). Therefore, postmodernism offers 
no new paradigm for constructing the world, only a response. Even those well 
versed in postmodern thought fail to reach a consensus as to what 
postmodernism involves. One author refers to the present understanding as 
"Babel revisited" (Veith 119). This is in part due to the fact that the postmodern 
ethos remains in embryonic form. "But they (scholars) have reached a 
consensus on one point: this phenomenon marks the end of a single, universal 
worldview ... a celebration of the local and particular at the expense of the 
universal" (Grenz 11-12). Therefore none know for certain what the shape of this 
emerging worldview (if it can be called that) will be. For now, in effect it amounts 
to nothing less than a pastiche of thought, intellectual mood, and cultural 
• 
expression. 
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Although it is difficult to gather together a profile of postmodernism, the 
following characteristics appear to be widely shared. 
1) The nature of truth is considered relative. This is the chief of the 
characteristics of postmodernism upon which most, ifnot all, of the others stand. 
This extends to the relative comfort level of truths that are clearly juxtaposed. 
Ford notes, "No one truth is more valid than any other -- and the postmodern 
mind sees no contradiction in such a viewpoint" (Ford Jesus 117). As a further 
point of clarification, the postmodern mind holds that one truth is as valid as any 
other; however, these persons do see the contradiction, particularly when 
attempting opposing ideas of what is true, but discount it to the point that it 
• 
appears they see no contradiction. In other words, they are able to live with 
higher levels of ambiguity. So rather than seeking what is true the postmodern 
seeks "what works," a thoroughgoing pragmatism. 
This hyper-relativity of truth extends to the belief that objective point of 
view pertains in the matters of morality and religion. "Tolerance" becomes the 
buzzword with the prevailing attitude of "You have your god and I have mine." 
This may be best seen in the political correct movement that has swept the U.S. 
In an attempt to see all differing viewpoints as valid, persons are discouraged 
and sometimes coerced to accept, or at least not to demean, other's 
understanding of truth. 
This becomes confusing in that many postmoderns, particularly the 
young, are highly moral but selective about it. One incident shared by Keith 
• 
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Drury in "Group" magazine illustrates this tendency. A seventeen-year-old hiker 
was picked up by a twenty-something woman in a rain storm and invited to her 
apartment for the night. Concerned about statutory liability, she asked him his 
age and he told her the truth. When asked the next day about the incident, he 
said, "I couldn't lie to her, of course, so I wound up sleeping on the couch" (39). 
For him, one truth was relative, the other absolute. 
This relativity in tolerance is particularly present in the area of sexuality. 
"Indeed, the broad acceptance of sexual expression in the college-educated 
segment of twenty-something's is still largely unrecognized in the balance of 
American society" (Ritchie 38). This includes both heterosexual and homosexual 
, 
activity (38). 
2) Truth is understood as being community-based. Postmodernism has 
a high view of community. This contrasts with the self-determining autonomous 
individual of modernism. Grenz points out "Truth is relative to the community 
(8) ... Individuals come to knowledge only by way of a cognitive framework 
mediated by the community in which they participate" (168). In other words, 
postmodernism holds that beliefs are a matter of social context, and true in the 
community that espouses them. The motto here might be, "We have our truth, 
and you (plural) have yours." , 
3) Subjective experience supersedes logic and objective facts. There is 
a rejection of logical arguments as the only means to describe reality, and neo-
existentialism replaces them. The postmodern person is experience driven, 
• 
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what matters are feelings and relationships. "What we experience and feel, 
particularly what we experience and feel at this moment, is what is real" (Snyder 
222). Thus, a heightened status is conferred upon emotions and intuition. 
Perhaps this is seen in the decline in reading. One survey found that 41 
percent of today's young adults did not read a single book not required for school 
or work in the last twelve months, and 60 percent read fewer than four. In the 
same period, the percentage of young adults, eighteen to twenty-four years old, 
participating in the visual arts and graphic arts as well as spending time in front 
of the television and attending movies increased. Eighty-two percent reported 
attending a movie in the last twelve months, as compared to a 59 percent movie 
• 
attendance rate for all ages (Robinson, J. 26-28). This speaks to the 
postmodern person's orientation to image, but also their orientation to the 
experiential and emotive. Rather than reading books, many of which are 
concerned with facts and objectivity, postmoderns would rather participate in that 
which leads to experience. 
4} Human progress is regarded pessimistically. Clearly there is an 
abandonment of the Enlightenment belief in progress based on the inherent 
goodness of knowledge. Confidence that humanity can solve the world's 
problems no longer exists, or that the previous generation's economic situation 
can be surpassed (Grenz 7). What is left is a mood of despair that leads to 
nihilism. This is not only reflected in pop culture, but moves out into other areas 
of life. 
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In the pop culture this is often best seen in musical lyrics, particularly 
within alternative rock. When one looks, for example, at the lyrics of the musical 
. 
group Nirvana, one sees the mood of pain and despair. The lead vocalist took 
this despair to its conclusion by committing suicide. .. 
Outside the pop culture arena this pessimism is often exacerbated by 
many social phenomena. Things such as AIDS, environmental catastrophe, and 
multi-trillion dollar government debt lead many postmodern persons, especially 
Busters, despairing of their future. Perhaps this is seen in the series Beavis and 
Butthead on television's MN. Indeed, the characters' nonchalant and often 
profane attitude toward life, along with a somewhat meaninglessness existence, 
may be extreme but not totally unreflective of many Busters' mindsets. If there is 
no hope that things can be better, then why care about life beyond the 
immediate, and adopt a despairing outlook on the future. "It's no wonder that 
MN's Beavis' and Butthead's cynical, irreverent, and nihilistic views of the world 
are so appealing to Xers" (Tapia 18-19). 
Finally, this pessimism is seen in the economic climate. Many of the next 
generation may not achieve the affluence of their parents, at least not in terms of 
earning as much or more income. This is seen in the decreasing median income 
and the prospect of more of their income going to pay for social security (Tapia 
19). 
5. There is holism in regard to community. Whereas modernism exalted 
the individual, postmodernism replaces the individual with community. This has 
• 
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emerged into a new tribalism where identity is found in the group rather than the 
individual. Yet, this desire for community and participation in community itself 
. 
should not be seen as altruistic. Instead, the participation is generally self-
serving -- to be loved, affirmed, and have needs met. . 
One only need to watch the popular television show called Friends to see 
the reality of this tribalism. The show is about a group of Buster friends who not 
only spend a great deal of time together, they are intimately involved in one 
another's lives. Many times group think is sought for the purpose of decision 
making, and at other times appears to be a brand of group therapy. While 
individual opinions are expressed, moral standards are decided by the group and 
• 
borrowed from the wider culture. In a sense the "friends" play the role of family 
or tribal members. This is necessary because most of the characters come from 
broken and dysfunctional families. The community of friends, in this case, 
meets the needs that have not been met in other contexts. "Generation X is 
helping to form a new extended American family, one that includes close friends" 
• 
(Ritchie 36). 
6. Pop culture and the media are the reinforcing factors. Postmodernism 
has penetrated deeply into the popular culture of our day, "nowhere more 
notably than in the popular global youth culture" (Snyder: 219). It is 
commercially driven around the world as seen in clothing styles, music, and of 
course the ubiquitous television. As seen by my examples that reflect these 
• 
postmodern characteristics, the media is the primary carrier of the postmodern 
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ethos (Grenz 31). "Nothing epitomizes popular postmodernism better than MTV 
and the hand held remote controls through which American adolescents nibble 
. 
and dabble their way toward lostness, grazing at will in the flickering pastures of 
one greener channel after another" (Snyder 220). One wonders if a philosophy 
driven by the pop culture can survive, or is it simply a segue to something else? 
The influences of the youth pop culture are as much global as they are 
American. I witnessed this while visiting South Korea. While sitting in a 
McDonalds in Seoul, my group was surrounded by a several dozen teenagers 
conversing in their various cliques. Apart from the Asian facial features there 
was littl~ recognizable differences between these teenagers and American youth 
of similar age, including dress and tastes in music. 
The change from modernity to postmodernism is seen in a number of 
television shows. In terms of contrast between the two, this is seen most clearly 
in the changes between the original Star Trek series and Star Trek: The Next 
Generation. The old Star Trek series was focused on the rugged, human, 
individualistic Captain Kirk who seemed to advocate democracy throughout the 
galaxy. In that universe, cold war was a given between the Federation and its 
enemies. The crew of the Enterprise's mission was to "Boldly go where no man 
has gone before," particularly as it related to conquest. . 
In The Next Generation, Captain Picard is the leader, but his leadership is 
much more decentralized. The show is less about the individual and more about 
community . . Moreover, it is more multicultural including crew members from 
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different races as well as different worlds. The mission is to "Go where no one 
has gone before." Rather than a conquering or cold war theme, the premise 
behind the new series is learning from and cooperating with alien cultures to 
make a better galaxy. All of these add up to a major shift in worldview. 
One might make further contrasts between the family makeup and the 
more simplistic issues of older shows such as I Love Lucy and The Dick Van 
Dyke Show, and today's shows like Step By Step, which represents a blended 
family. Rather than confronting simple misunderstandings in a humorous way, 
today's shows deal with a plethora of sexual and cultural issues far more 
complex in nature than those of yesteryear. 
, 
These characteristics are held at the unconscious level, and are seldom 
articulated or even thought through. "Millions of people today have a 
postmodern worldview and don't know it" (Snyder 222). 
So then, perhaps the most striking overall characteristics that we as 
preachers must contend with in attempting to reach unbelievers are the 
postmodern gods of relativism and pragmatism. In this regard, truth is 
understood as being changeable and contextual. It is the construct of people 
groups and communities and helps to give these communities meaning and 
identity (Grenz 8). Thus, what is true is what works for the individual and/or the 
group. 
Further, Snyder says that postmodernism rejects "metanarratives," that 
which gives overarching explanations (216). The problem is obvious, Christianity 
• 
• 
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is based on objective truth claims that provide a metanarrative for understanding 
the world in which we live. In this regard many believe the Baby Boom 
generation was the first to throw off the idea of absolute truth. Yet, generally 
they were raised in traditional religion, are still moralistic, and tend to believe 
they can make the world a better place. The Buster generation appears to have 
taken on a new way of thinking in that they tend not to believe they can make the 
world a better place, have not been raised in traditional religion, and represent 
"the new 'hard' relativism of postmodern radicalism" (Keller 55). Therefore, the 
Busters embody a new kind of secularism, wholly ungrounded on the idea of 
moral or absolute truth. 
2. Generation NeXt 
"Busters al'e!ashioning a new American dream: to be whole, 
and to live ill harmony with others and their surroulldings. " 
Dieter Zander 
Carried along by the pop culture more than the academy, postmodernism 
is reflected in the cultural trends evident in the Buster generation. While 
Boomers take on many postmodern tendencies, Busters, generally speaking 
embody them (Ford Generation 113, Tapia 18). Thus, to no surprise the Baby 
Busters represent the first fully postmodern post-Christian generation in America . 
• 
They have witnessed the failure of the Enlightenment attempts to explain reality, 
including that knowledge is certain and objective, and also the progressive 
optimism that it bred. Juxtaposed with the prevailing pessimism of Busters they 
make the ideal postmodernist. Generation X (a title they do not prefer), 
• 
• 
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sociologically faces many uphill battles. Nearly half come from broken homes, 
and are children of two-job families. 
. 
According to their statistics, every day 13 youth commit suicide, 
16 are murdered, 1,000 become mothers, 100,000 bring guns to 
school, 2,200 drop out of school, 500 begin using drugs ... These 
sobering realities have produced a generation pessimistic about its 
own chances. (Tapia 19) 
Faced with a less than bright economic outlook, Busters will be ~he first 
generation that will earn less income than the generation preceding them. 
Indeed, anxiety about economic realities has become one of their defining 
characteristics. Dieter Zander, teaching pastor at Willow Creek Community who 
has started and pastored a church targeted at Busters and is currently 
• 
developing ministries for them, says, "Being a buster is more of an attitude than 
an age ... Most busters believe that the traditional American dream is beyond 
their grasp" (42). Instead, they are often left to work in '''McJobs' -- low pay, low 
prestige, low benefits, low future" (Coupland 5). This leaves many of them 
doubting whether or not they will ever be able to own a home or have a stable 
income. Zander identifies several characteristics of Generation X --
1. Pain 
2. Postmodern mindset 
3. Fear 
4. Grassroots orientation 
5. Spiritual hunger (37-39) 
• 
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One can observe the generational differences between Boomers and 
Busters given below. 
• 
Boomers vs. Busters 
The Top-10 List of Generational Differences. 
. Boomers 
liMe" generation 
Enlightenment worldview 
. Jay Leno 
Live to work 
Institutions 
Propositional Truth 
Excellence 
Growth 
Lonely 
Success 
Busters 
"We" generation 
Postmodem worldview 
David Letterman 
Work to live 
. Relationships 
Relational Truth 
Authenticity 
Community 
Alone 
Wholeness 
- Dieter Zander 
Knowing these things about the Busters, it appears that for preachers the 
messages that need to appear often on the preaching schedule are those 
concerning truth, meaning, relationships and hope. Persons who question truth 
and authority and who are pessimistic and hurting, need to know about the hope-
filled relationship available through Jesus Christ, and the power of the 
relationships available in Christian community. Indeed, "The search for intimacy 
is the driving force in their lives" (Zander 3) . 
• 
• 
3. The Influence of the Media. 
'~t MTV we don't shoot for the 14-year olds, we own them. " 
MTV Chairman, Bob Pittmall 
• 
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As mentioned, and perhaps not surprising, one of the most dominant 
influencers of Generation X and the culture at large, is the effect of the media, 
. 
namely television. We need to keep in mind that this is the generation raised on 
TV. Andres Tapia, writing in Christianity Today, points out that "The centrality of 
music and TV for Xers' lives cannot be overestimated" (22). One author notes, 
"Today's young people see almost 1,000 percent more images than 55-year-olds 
saw in their youth" (Sack 29). This greatly effects the preaching task, for as Neil 
Postman writes in his critique of public discourse, Amusing Ourselves to Death, 
"The media of communication available to a culture are a dominant influence on 
the formation of the culture's intellectual and social preoccupations." What this 
means for preachers has everything to do with our ability to hold the attention of 
our listeners and how people inculcate truth, "Since television transforms the 
method by which people are persuaded of truth" (Dawn 24). For too long 
preachers have been bewildered by the effects of television without fully realizing 
how it has impacted their own congregation's ability to hear the gospel. In 
Marketplace Preaching, Calvin Miller recognizes this impact and offers 
suggestions on how to overcome it. For him --
the question of whether television shapes the culture or the culture 
television is no longer important. .. The only important question for 
the church is, can the church become pictorially video in order to 
live, or will it remain audio and die? (39) 
. 
From this, one can see the power of other vehicles such as video images to 
convey truth from the pulpit. If we are moving away from a linear style of 
learning as a result of the media then our style of preaching must change. The 
• 
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issue is that the sermon must be experienced and seen as well as heard. All of 
this simply reflects the need to move the sermon out of the sanctuary and into 
the marketplace. 
I would note one warning on this issue given by Os Guiness --
It is perfectly legitimate to convey the gospel in cartoons to a 
nonliterary generation incapable of rising above MTV ... But five 
years later, if the new disciples are truly won to Christ, they will be 
reading and understanding Paul's letter to the Romans. (28-29) 
Thus, in the final analysis, the acid test of whether our preaching matters is not 
only our ability to hold the attention of our listeners, but whether we are forming 
character and making disciples. Yet, we can in no way underestimate the 
• 
impact the non-literary, image ridden, media world of the postmodern person. 
Leonard Sweet, in speaking of the medium and message of preaching, relates --
The primary unit of cultural currency is no longer the word, it is now 
the image. We better start exegeting images rather than words. We 
better start offering people life affirming and life giving images rather 
than words, thoughts, three points, and a death bed tale, because for 
the postmodern culture, its base of spiritual life is more imaginable than 
rational. ("Maps" 5) 
Thus, we must seek to engage these persons on their terms and in their means. 
One of those means is the use of media -- video, drama, the arts, and the 
images they can portray. In speaking of postmodernism and its relationship to 
mass media, Stanley Grenz tells us that "Television has become the most 
efficient vehicle for disseminating the postmodern ethos" (31), meaning, . 
"television has quickly become the 'real world' of postmodern culture" (34). No 
matter where one finds himself he is constantly being bombarded with images . 
• 
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What is more, these images are juxtaposed and diverse. This creates a real 
challenge for Christian communicators who for the most part have been given a 
. 
very linear and one dimensional training, not only in theology but more 
specifically in preaching. There needs to be a new paradigm created for how 
one communicates truth meaningfully and convincingly. Certainly, video and 
drama can be a central part of reaching people emotively . 
• 
VIII. The Power of Story 
Dick and Ruth had only been married four months when they found out 
they were pregnant. There was the excitement of being newlyweds and now 
• 
the wonder of a child coming into the world. Several months later they had 
. another surprise. They were not going to have one baby but two. Dick was as 
proud as an expecting father could be. 
The time came for the babies to be born. During the delivery Ruth's blood 
pressure dropped sharply. The young doctor panicked, and at the emergence of 
the first baby he used forceps to hurry the child into the world. Nine minutes 
later the second of identical twins was born. They were proudly named Patrick 
and Michael. Soon after, it became clear that Patrick was not progressing as 
well as his brother. Further investigation revealed he was severely mentally 
retarded and not expected to live to see his first birthday. The tragic truth was 
the doctor's use of forceps on Patrick's temples caused the retardation. As you 
might have guessed, Dick and Ruth were devastated. In his anger Dick shook 
his fist at God, with the question that almost always brings deafening silence, 
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"Why?!" A few months later, angry, hurt, and broken, Dick knelt at the altar of 
his local church while his pastor led him in a prayer to receive Christ. 
How do I know so much about this couple? They are my parents, and 
Patrick is my older brother. I am happy to say that Patrick and his twin brother 
both turned forty years old this month. So much for what doctors think. 
Patrick's condition has resulted in a lot of pain for my family. I can 
remember going to visit Patrick as a child and watching the tears roll down my 
mother's face, never fully comprehending why. In many ways the pain never 
ends, as my older brother struggles to even visit his twin brother. There is 
always the haunting thought of "Why him and not me?" 
, 
Because my parents are getting older and the state of Illinois requires it, 
this past October I sat in a county courtroom and took the stand to complete the 
lengthy process of guardianship. I now have plenary guardianship over my 
brother Patrick. 
As I contemplate the weight of this new responsibility, I have begun to feel 
some of the hurt and anger my parents have experienced through the years and 
to this day. Yet at the same time, I realize how thankful I am for Patrick. I am 
not thankful for my brother's retardation, but I am thankful for what this tragedy 
has done in my family. This incident brought my father to Christ, the first in his 
family history to know Christ. And because he met Christ and became a pastor, 
hundreds of others know Jesus, including his whole family, including me, his son . 
• 
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What I have learned is being thankful will not change Patrick's retardation, but it 
surely does change me. 
" 
The above true story, taken from a sermon I preached titled, "Thankful in 
the Tough Times," is one example of the power of story to communicate truth. It 
is but one illustration of how today's preachers might go about communicating 
truth in the sermon in a time of transition away from a purely propositional and 
rational style of preaching. 
Stanley Grenz, in his book, A Primer on Postmodemism, tells us --
A postmodern articulation of the gospel will be post-rationalistic. 
It no longer focuses on propositions as the central content of the 
Christian faith. Instead, it takes seriously a dynamic understanding 
• 
of the role of ... human experience and our attempts to make sense 
of life. (171) 
This is over against modernity's tendency to elevate reason, logic, and the 
scientific method. Throughout the period known as modernity, even Christians 
painstakingly worked at proving that the Christian faith is reasonable. They 
worked at proving one does not have to commit intellectual suicide to become a 
Christian. Notwithstanding the need to prove the intellectual standing of the 
Christian faith, we are moving into a time when we are once again embracing the 
fact that humanity is more than its cognitive processes. We are understanding 
that human experience, and the story of our lives and communities, the 
subjective spiritual journey, coupled with propositional categories, makes a 
powerful appeal for our gospel. 
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Although he writes primarily concerning preaching to audiences that are 
church experienced, Fred Craddock, prolific author on the topic of preaching, 
. 
makes a similar case when he argues for an "indirect" style of communicating 
that is more story oriented and allows the listener to apply the truth to his or her 
own life leaving the final resolution to the hearer's judgment. This is set 
alongside the "direct," or propositional style, which is more information oriented. 
He believes that the indirect mode carries greater impact in terms of eliciting 
action from the listener, something the direct mode, he believes, often does not 
do (82). For instance, in the story above, taken from my own family experience, 
the point is obviously the power of thankfulness to transform persons in the midst 
of difficult situations, but that does not have to be told directly to the audience. 
So in this case, Craddock would say the truth is "overheard." The listeners are 
left to make application for themselves, or in Craddock's words, ''The listener is 
permitted to make the decision about his own existence" (93). Yet, even 
Craddock does not advocate that the preacher solely use an indirect approach, 
He strongly advocates its more frequent use for increasing effectiveness of 
communicating the gospel. To him, the use of an indirect approach to 
communication is more artistic. He writes --
• 
Art implicates and involves the reader, listener, or observer 
in ways more complex than agreeing or disagreeing. One's 
world, one's values, one's lifestyle can be confirmed or called 
into question by art when plain prose descriptions would pass 
as information, leaving life untouched. (97) 
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• 
This mode then touches us at levels beyond the cognitive, allowing the listener 
to experience the message, not simply providing more information to digest. 
. 
Clearly the postmodern person is emotive and impressionistic. If one 
uses an evangelistic approach that relies solely on evjdential reasoning to make 
the case for Christ, he/she is likely to get to the end of his/her argument and hear 
• 
a response of, "Whatever." However, this same person may very well be deeply 
affected by a personal story that shares the life change that has come as a result 
of establishing a personal relationship with Jesus. As his (Jesus') story 
intersects with our story it can at the same time confront the story of the one with 
whom we are sharing and thus make an impact (233-234). At a recent forum on 
• 
ministry to Busters, Kevin Ford, author of Jesus For a New Generation, asked 
his listeners to create biblically based narratives that touch Busters' 
imaginations. "Don't destroy a good narrative by breaking it up with points. 
That's condescending. Just tell the story. And don't explain it" (Rabey 17). In 
the same forum, George Barna agreed on the importance of stories. "(Busters) 
are non-linear, comfortable with contradictions, and inclined to view all religions 
as equally valid. The nice thing about telling stories is that no one can say your 
story isn't true" (17). 
When one combines the aforementioned aspects. of postmodern persons, 
with the influence of media which communicates primarily through image and 
story, and the fact that nine-tenths of the gospel is narrative, one is not surprised 
to read this thought by Leighton Ford -
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"Narrative evangelism -- the telling of the Story of God -- is the key to 
reaching the hearts and minds of Generation X." (Ford Story 48) 
Stories have power precisely because they facilitate the hearer identifying 
with the truth being conveyed in the message. In this case we are wanting 
listeners to identify themselves within the story of God. Second, stories have 
power because they touch us at alternative senses, bypassing the intellect and 
resonating with the human soul. Third, the power of story is that it presents the 
gospel in a way that is consistent with the Scripture. 
One means of using story is the narrative sermon, which "From the outset 
to the conclusion, binds the sermon together to a single plot" (Duduit 103). 
However, this is not being suggested as the only means to communicate through 
. story. Narrative sermons certainly have their place for those who can do them 
well, but the story from this type of sermon may last longer than the listener 
does. What is being suggested is that the preacher use more rather than fewer 
stories in the sermon (Duffet 87). Not only will these stories communicate Bible 
content to postmodern persons, they will help people listen, as well as touch their 
emotive senses, allowing them to accept truth in a manner possibly 
unacceptable if received solely through proposition. 
IX. "And The Word Became Flesh" • 
This whole issue of the cultural and sociological aspects of the preaching 
environment and the use of story as a communicative tool as they relate to 
postmoderns in particular, raises another theological issue that reaches beyond, 
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but impacts, a theology of preaching. That issue is the incarnational nature of 
preaching. George S. Hendry, in his book, The Gospel of the Incarnation, 
• 
defines the incarnation as "The assumption of our nature as the eternal Word" 
(25). Hendry notes that historically there has been an overemphasis upon either 
the incarnation as it relates to the events that took place at Bethlehem, or the 
result of the incarnation as it relates to the events of Calvary. For him, an 
incarnational theology should relate to both events, but should by no means fail 
to integrate the life and teachings of Jesus as part of and significant to the 
incarnation (31). Thus, the incarnation is inclusive of Jesus' birth, death, 
resurrection, and everything in between -- his incarnate life. The incarnation also 
• 
has to do then with how Jesus conducted his ministry with people, including 
relationally. "His (Jesus') death for us nor his birth for us can be separated from 
his whole being for us" (115). His birth, life, and death are all one piece not to be 
separated from the other. And this incarnation, inclusive of all the action of God 
in Jesus, has as its focal work the redemption of humanity. "The truth of the 
gospel is the history of the incarnate Christ in the performance of his saving 
work" (147). 
In taking on the form of a man (Phil. 2) Jesus identified with us, became 
one of us, and suffered and died for sin without ceasing to be what he is, God 
the Son. "The Second Person of the Holy Trinity, took into union with himself 
what he before that act did not possess, human nature, and so was and 
continues to be God and man in two distinct natures" (Elwell 555). This 
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incarnation allowed the Son of God to "Sympathize with our weaknesses" and 
"be tempted in every way, just are we are -- yet was without sin" (Hebrews 
• 4: 15). Therefore, Jesus, having lived among us and suffered with and for us, 
understands us and identifies with us in our needs, questions, hurts, and desires. 
He came to where we are to bring us to where he is. 
The incarnation has always been a vital foundation of preaching. But the 
ability to identify with, serve, suffer with and for, and communicate the possibility 
of redemption to the postmodern person is as important now, if not more 
important, than ever before. There must come a stretching that takes us beyond 
the four walls of the church so we may understand and identify with the people to 
whom we are attempting to minister. Moreover, we must not only understand 
these people who do not know Christ or share our presuppositions, but we must 
also like and love them. Rick Warren challenges us on this point. He asserts 
that many pastors love to preach, however, he believes the more important 
question is: "Do you love the people you preach to?" (212). If it is only us 
. 
speaking from our high and lofty pulpits, we will not get the postmodern seeker's 
ear. Just as God left his throne in order to live among us, serve us, and suffer 
for us (Phil. 2:7-8), so we must do the same with our audience. This entails 
being able to answer certain questions about them: Who are they? How do they 
think and feel? What do they do? Why do they do what they do? What are their 
greatest needs? Then we move to feel and experience their lives with them to 
the best of our ability. Why? So that in our understanding and identifying with 
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these persons we might not only model the life of Jesus, we also will know how 
to best penetrate their world and communicate the redeeming, saving work of 
• Christ. 
Missionaries have known the importance of incarnational communication 
for centuries. They have known that in order to preach the gospel to unreached 
people groups they must first live among them, understand their culture, discern 
where it is God has already been at work among them (Wesleyans refer to this 
as prevenient grace believing that God is at work in the hearts and lives of 
people from conception, as well as affirming that God has been preparing people 
• 
for the ministry of the gospel before we arrive whether they be in Des Moines or 
• 
Katmandu) and learn the forms and themes that best communicate the gospel to 
that particular people group. 
Vincent Donovan, Catholic missionary to the Masai tribe in Africa, first 
lived among the Masai to understand them as people. He then began to look for 
the religious themes he could use as a bridge in bringing the Masai into an 
encounter with the gospel. He discovered through conversing with a young 
Masai elder that the religious theme or need he had to address first was the 
identity of God. He writes, "This is the point at which religious reflection began 
for him in a very real way. So this is the point at which we began to speak with 
him and his fellow tribesmen about the Christian idea of God" (42). This is an 
example of the incarnational ministry that preachers must attempt to reach the 
postmodern person. 
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The need of this incarnational model is heightened when we understand 
that Busters best process truth when it is communicated relationally (Zander 4). 
Ken Baugh, director of a ministry to Busters, notes, "For many of the nearly 40 
million young people between the ages of 18 and 34, .preachers are like used car 
salesman or politicians. But if your relationships with them are good, and if you 
are perceived as being authentic, then they'll follow you into church through the 
back door" (Rabey 17). In other words, they need others who know Christ to 
come alongside them to model and articulate the faith. They must be able to see 
and experience the grace and truth we have come to receive, seeing Christ's 
g lory in us (John 1: 14). Simply stating propositions to a postmodern person who 
• 
does not readily believe in absolute truth will probably not be very effective. 
Therefore, our methods of stating the truth of the Gospel must be adapted 
appropriately. 
This has to do with the way things are communicated as well as the tone 
in which we say them, in short, delivery. A relaxed conversational style with a 
. 
great deal of eye contact may be one to consider using when preaching to 
postmodern persons. 
This was illustrated in a setting other than the church at the 1996 
Republican Convention in San Diego, California. During her speech, Elizabeth 
Dole broke with tradition by coming out from behind the platform and speaking 
from the floor in a conversational style. The news media were impressed with 
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her approach and commented at length on it, but said little about the speech's 
actual content. 
Pastor Leith Anderson reminds us, "Yesterday's style was oratorical, 
formal, loud, polished, intense, used significant historical illustrations, and told 
people what to do. Today's style is much more conversational. .. Today's 
speaker is more of a 'communicator' than a 'preacher'" (Anderson 208-209). 
So rather than standing apart from the people, the communicator stands with the 
people, seeking to not only be understood, but also to understand. 
Timothy Keller, in discussing "Preaching to the Secular Mind," suggests 
one way to achieve this methodologically is for the preacher to preach without 
notes or with very little attention given to notes (60). He adds, "The Christian 
communicator must keep a humble and moderate tone when talking about 
anything except sin, the cross, the new birth, the sovereignty and holiness of 
God, and His saving grace" (61). All of these things will add to the effectiveness 
of the communicator. 
This incarnational aspect of preaching is probably best understood in 
terms of the identification I mentioned above. This is complicated by the fact that 
the understanding normally found between congregation and -preacher because 
of their common faith is often missing when speaking to religious seekers, and 
more so with truly unchurched persons. 
When I spoke at the seeker service in a local church for three years I 
could not assume the persons attending could comprehend my world, so I had to 
.-
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be intentional about meeting them in their world. I learned that if we are waiting 
for persons to come to where we are, it will be a long wait. We need to be 
. 
• reminded again that "You can be utterly biblical in every way, but to reach non-
Christians, every topic has to start where they are and then bring them to a fuller 
Christian understanding" (Robinson Mastering 33). This sounds like an 
incarnational approach to communication . . 
As preachers we need to pay attention to what Jesus spent a great deal 
of his time doing. He used up a lot of energy and time "rubbing shoulders with 
irreligious people," going to their homes, eating with them, and just being with 
them. He learned their needs and met their needs in a way they needed to have 
them met. Rick Warren points out that often the church's approach to culture is 
two extreme positions: imitation or isolation. But Jesus' approach was infiltration 
(235-36). He lived among the people, adapted their customs, spoke their 
language, and sang their songs. Warren calls this a "sinner sensitive" approach 
to ministry (36). Jesus' way of dealing with the unbeliever is one we can emulate 
in our day. The Apostle Paul put it this way, "I have become all things to all men 
that by all possible means I might save some" (1 Cor. 9:22). He makes clear that 
it is entirely possible to become like those you are trying to reach in order to win 
them to Christ. This approach takes seriously the world of the hearers without 
compromising the truth. 
As mentioned, the ministry of Jesus, as it is for all other aspects of 
ministry, is a model we must look to for the preaching ministry today. We do so 
• 
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because it is Jesus' life and ministry that reveals the nature of God, and thus 
reveals God's style of ministry to people. The Gospel of Luke chapter four 
describes the need meeting ministry of Jesus. While standing in the synagogue 
of his hometown Jesus gives his first recorded sermon. This sermon describes 
his ministry by quoting Isaiah the prophet. He says, 
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to 
preach good news to the poor, He has sent me to proclaim freedom 
for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release the 
oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor. (vs. 18-19) 
Jesus described his work as a need meeting ministry. Here it must be 
understood that he was talking about persons' real needs not simply their 
perceived or felt needs. Thus, it may be that we need to help people redefine 
. what their real needs are. Jesus knew that God loves people and wants to 
compassionately meet them at the point of their need, and unless and until he 
met those needs they lacked the capacity to respond to the person of God's Son, 
their Savior. This has implications for our preaching. "The ground we have in 
• 
common with unbelievers is not the Bible, but our common needs, hurts, and 
interests as human beings" (Warren 295). Again, this pushes us to think more 
deeply about where we start our sermons. Rather than starting with the Bible, 
we might want to consider starting on the common ground of needs and hurts . 
• 
This is an incarnational approach to preaching. 
I want to state in the clearest way possible: Beginning a message with 
the people's felt needs is more than a marketing tool! It is based on 
the theological fact that God chooses to reveal himself to man (sic.) 
according to our needs! (Warren 295) 
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There cannot be much of an argument that the incarnation was God meeting us 
at the point our need, and that he continues to meet us at the point of our real 
needs today. 
What are some of these needs? Timothy Keller states that he believes 
preachers "must arouse interest by connecting the gospel to personal needs" 
(57). He points out some of those needs as understanding the identity of God, 
satisfaction, hope, meaning, decision making, power, guilt, death, and truth (57). 
The astute preacher would be wise to better understand these needs and how 
they might be addressed biblically. 
X. Being Real 
Another aspect to consider when it comes to preaching in today's 
environment is the need to be transparent and vulnerable, hence authentic and 
credible, real. Postmodern religious seekers are looking for those who are truly 
authentic because there are so few of them in their world (Ford Generation 205). 
Perhaps this explains why they "hate those that use hype or insincerity" (Ritchie 
4), again, wanting what is real, authentic. This of course has to do with the 
If you have questions 
. how do you talk to a 
minister who has no 
questions or who makes 
self unapproachable. 
Mistie, 20 years old 
Houston, Texas 
character of the preacher, and the way character 
is displayed both behind the pulpit and in everyday 
life. As Helmut Thieleke asked the question three 
. 
decades ago, "Does the preacher himself drink what 
he hands out in the pulpit?" (3). Or, does the 
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preacher live in the house of his preaching, whether he is a credible, convincing 
witness (6). Allowing time for the seeker to see this character and credibility is 
• essential. 
One of the few ways unbelievers can see our credibility and authenticity is 
if they hear that we are fellow strugglers and not simply perched in an ivory tower 
free from the temptations they face. This has not only to do with the admissions 
one makes about himself/herself but also with the attitude one has when 
speaking. Using the image of a baseball batter, Haddon Robinson says, 
"People want to listen to somebody who knows what the struggle is, but who has 
taken the Bible seriously and knows how to hit" (Mastering 23). Of course, there 
• 
are limits to the kinds of things that a person should reveal from the pulpit, but it 
would seem that rather than losing respect when one admits his/her failures and 
struggles, one gains respect. Our job, to break down walls of communication 
and vulnerability, will do just this. "Secular people are skeptical of artifice and 
image ... They want the preacher to be transparent" (Keller 61) . 
• 
I do not think one can understate the importance of credibility and 
authenticity. Religious seekers, particularly Busters, have a collective memory of 
Watergate and Contra as it relates to government. And a collective memory of 
Jimmy Bakker and Jimmy Swaggart as it relates to the church. There is not a 
rejection of spirituality, indeed the search for the religious and spiritual quest has 
been burgeoning in recent years (Duffet xii, Newsweek 52). But there is 
skepticism and a loss of credibility concerning the organizations and institutions 
." 
• 
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that offer spirituality. Especially among Busters, religion is seen as irrelevant. 
"There are many reasons for this posture. And we need to understand that this 
view is not a loss of the spiritual, it is a separation from the institutional 
structures that play gatekeeper to God -- structures thi3t appear to embrace ... 
racism, sexism, intolerance, nationalism, pious pride, and exclusivity" 
(Shriver 14). 
Phillips Brook defined preaching as "truth through personality" (5-8). This 
means every communicator brings his/her own personality, emotions, world-
view, and pain into his/her messages, and rightly so. Bringing one's heart and 
soul into the message, experiencing the text and the message it brings, then 
communicating that message to the seeker brings its own credibility. 
Last on this issue of credibility is the willingness of the preacher to discuss 
difficult issues without attempting to provide simple answers to complex 
questions. Better to admit not having all the answers than offer an answer that 
denies the struggle of human existence, or simply whitewashes it. The preacher 
will need to incorporate such issues as morality, sexism, racism, etc., not only to 
capture interest, but also for the seeker to see the Christian message as viable. 
Finally, much of what has been said here concerning preaching to the 
postmodern religious seeker is best illustrated in Acts chapter seventeen when 
the Apostle Paul was preaching at the Areopagus. Here we find the Bible giving 
the clearest example of a first century sermon to pagan minds. That first century 
context has many parallels with today. The people of Athens, particularly the 
• 
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intelligentsia, were of the opinion that all beliefs have value. They were a people 
to whom God was not the reference point. Much like today, many gods were 
held in esteem and all belief systems were open to public debate and skepticism. 
Luke tells us that Paul had just left Thessalonica and Berea on his missionary 
tour and was in Athens waiting for Silas and Timothy. While there he began to 
take note of the culture, particularly its idolatry. Instead of teaching only in the 
synagogue he entered the marketplace to speak. Being heard by some Greek 
intellectuals he was invited to speak at a meeting of the Areopagus, the city 
council. Although it is not necessary to explore Paul's message fully, it is 
noteworthy that Paul's message did several things. First, Paul started on 
common ground with his audience, i.e. he started his message in his hearers 
world (vs. 22-23). Second, he quoted one of their own poets to prove his point, 
i.e. he used a contemporary example (v. 28). Third, after starting with their world 
he moved them to where he wanted them to be, i.e. a confrontation with the truth 
of the gospel. I believe it is also worthy of note that he never quoted the biblical 
text, although he definitely spoke within the framework of biblical truth. The 
Apostle identified with the world of his hearers, understood them, established 
common ground with them on their mental "turf," and drew them toward the 
revelatory truth. This is one example of biblical preaching that was relevant, 
identified with the listeners, and touched a real need. While the results were 
mixed, Paul made definite headway into difficult minds and hearts to breach 
them with transcendent truth. This is the kind of apostolic, marketplace 
• 
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• 
preaching that may be a good starting place for those who seek to speak to the 
postmodern mind. 
These are theoretical insights I have gleaned and interacted with. I have 
attempted to develop a better understanding of how the postmodern religious 
seeker and biblical preaching interact. If anything, I have discovered that we 
must live with the tension between the culture in which we live, its needs, and the 
truth contained in the Bible. Additionally, I have learned that this tension is a 
difficult one to live with, but a necessary one if I hope to be effective in reaching 
today's postmodern religious seeker from the pulpit. 
XI. A Model of Biblical Preaching for Religious Seekers 
Of all the things that have been mentioned concerning preaching that 
impacts the religious seeker, the most important has not been addressed. This 
aspect is the starting place for all preaching that makes an impact in the lives of 
persons ... prayer. Preaching, first and foremost, is a spiritual business. Little 
can be more spiritual than preachers placing themselves in the hands of God to 
bring the transforming gospel to bear on the lives of the hearers. This is an 
awesome burden and must be saturated in prayer. I am speaking of the kind of 
prayer that invites the anointing of the Holy Spirit; for it is the Holy Spirit that 
brings the Word alive to penetrate "even to the dividing of soul and spirit" 
(Hebrews 4:12). Dennis Kinlaw, speaking of this experience, writes, "Anyone 
who has ever experienced this anointing knows that it did not come from him or 
her; it comes from beyond" (9). Human energy or form can never do it alone . 
• 
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If we truly want to make an impact we need God to empower all that we say, and 
guide how we are to say it. As E. M. Bounds said so long ago, "Much prayer, 
much power. Little prayer, little power." This only means that the first priority of 
a preacher is to spend time with Christ so that his life and love can flow through 
his preaching. This is the intangible, yet it is the beginning point for a preacher 
who wants to effectively reach religious seekers. 
From the literature review it is possible to bring together these essential 
elements for a model of biblical preaching that will have an impact on religious 
seekers --
1. Biblical 
As we have seen, for a sermon to be Christian preaching it must be 
faithful to the text(s). This is so because the Christian faith holds that it is in the 
Scripture that the story of the full revelation of God in Jesus Christ is found. 
Thus, the core content and source for ideas must come from the text(s). 
Anything other than this settles for far less than it should, leaving people 
. 
spiritually famished, and with a remedy for their soul's sickness that comes well 
short of that which will lead to wholeness. 
2. Relevant 
To get a hearing with postmodern persons preaching must connect with 
their world and illumine some aspect of contemporary lives. People today are 
bombarded with messages that are irrelevant to their personal lives; the 
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preacher must not add to that which is simply ignored if he/she hopes to make a 
difference. 
For a message to be relevant it must address the needs, fears, hopes and 
aspirations of real people. The competition for today'.s preachers is enormous, 
whether that be from Dan Rather or Hootie and the Blowfish. Nevertheless, this 
only heightens the idea that there is one thing preachers cannot be -- dull, 
boring, or irrelevant. 
3. Practical 
What is not being advocated by this aspect of the model is the kind of 
pragmatism that looks only for what works, regardless of whether or not it is true . 
• 
Rather, being practical has to do with making application to daily living. Thus a 
sermon could be relevant in that it connects with the lives of the hearers by 
speaking to a need(s), but not practical in that it has no "take home" value -- the 
sermon provides no means to deal with the need(s). The overarching question 
here is, "How will this work in my life?" If the listener cannot answer this question 
he/she will either walk away frustrated, or worse yet, not give us a serious 
• hearing. When seeking to impact the lives of people so that they experience life 
transformation, it needs to be clear exactly what truth can look like as it works 
itself out in the home, work, school, etc. This requires that we address real 
needs and questions, both those presented by the listener and those the Bible 
raises. liThe exact historical truth of the biblical book is not the burning issue, but 
rather how the Scripture speaks to their situations" (Tapia 22). 
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4. Credible 
For a person to be heard he must be believed. This has to do with the 
authenticity and integrity of the communicator. For many, authenticity and 
transparency are more important than performance. The listener needs to know 
that the preacher is real and is willing to share his/her own struggles. This 
sharing, rather than weakening the message, allows the congregation to identify 
with the speaker and adds credibility and trust. When the preacher can say, 
"I have been there," or "I know how you feel," he/she has gone a long way to 
building credibility with the listeners. Preachers may not be able to say that 
about all subjects, but to a greater or lesser degree they can build credibility by 
how they say what they say. More importantly, the preacher builds credibility by 
who he/she is and how he/ she communicates this from the pulpit. 
Credibility not only has to do with the speaker's person, but also with the 
sermon's content. "The integrity of the content of sermons is vital. If any part 
doesn't make sense, is inaccurate, otherwise doesn't ring true, listeners may 
. 
reject the whole sermon as incredible" (Anderson 204). That may sound like the 
obvious, but during any given message there will be persons listening that know 
more about the subject than the preacher does. Thus, necessary research must 
be done to insure the accuracy of what is being said. 
• 
5. Relational 
Preaching is more than content and ideas, it is also an issue of the 
• 
preacher communicating himself/herself. Being relational has to do with what 
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one person calls, "soul preaching." In this kind of preaching the sermon flows 
out of the life of the preacher, and hopefully into the lives of the hearers. In this 
sense, being relational is being incarnational, embodying the message so that it 
can be embodied by others. For this to take place the preacher must be willing 
to come alongside those he/she preaches to so as to understand who they are, 
their struggles, their dreams, their everyday lives. Once having understood 
these issues the preacher can communicate relationally and effectively the 
saving message of him who incarnated himself among us. 
6. Indigenous 
For this aspect to be a reality the sermon must take from the world of the 
hearer. In this way those listening will find the sermon easily identifies with the 
culture in which they live. A good example of this is Paul's sermon in Acts 17 
addressed above. In that sermon he quoted a poet that all the hearers would be 
familiar with. In this way he took from the world of the Athenians and made use 
of it in his sermon knowing they could easily identify. 
Some of the best ways to make this happen in preaching are through the 
illustrations and examples used through the sermon. Recently in a sermon I 
quoted television personality Jay Leno to accomplish this purpose. Another 
means to be indigenous is through the use of multi-media such as video clips 
from well known movies . 
• 
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7. Simple 
Because religious seekers, even many of those regularly in the pews, are 
relatively ignorant of biblical and spiritual truth, the preacher must assume 
nothing in terms of knowledge. In other words, that which is communicated 
needs to be easy to understand. For this to take place, Calvin Miller suggests 
that our language stay within the television generated idiom (37). The 
terminology used must be that of daily living, and not laced with language which 
is suitable for the church experienced but beyond the reach of those outside the 
sphere of church influence. Along this same line, the sermon needs to take on a 
simple structure and a simple theme, without being simplistic. "Today's 
• 
communicators need to be both profound and simple, which requires a lot of 
work" (Anderson 211). Then, when the sermon is over, persons can walk away 
knowing something significant was clearly communicated and why. 
8. Experiential 
The television screen is the medium of our age, whether that be the 
entertainment of the television industry, or the information moving from 
cyberspace onto the computer monitor. Haddon Robinson reminds us that we 
have become a postliterate culture, and "that means we have also become an 
oral/visual culture" ("Communicating" 3). Consequently, . listeners not only need 
to hear the message they need to see it and feel it. This has to do with the 
preacher's use of multimedia, drama, in short, the use of image(s). These 
means allow the person to not only hear but also experience the sermon. This 
• 
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also includes the language he/she uses and the illustrations the sermon utilizes. 
This kind of preaching paints pictures the audience is able to absorb and take 
home with them. Experiential preaching is both audio and visual, providing an 
existential encounter for the hearers. This is key in a culture "dominated by 
hearing, by story, by the image and value system of the entertainment industry" 
(3). 
To help persons see and experience the sermon, the use of video can be 
particularly helpful. Already many churches place the outline and Scriptures 
used on a screen for the congregation to see. Additionally, video clips, whether 
taken from known media sources such as television or movies, as well as those 
created in house, can be utilized to help people experience the dangerous and 
life changing message of Christ. 
9. Narrative 
The rise of the entertainment culture has put people in a position of being 
image and story soaked. This is something the preacher needs to accept rather 
than senselessly resist. The Bible communicates the gospel in story, and this 
fact of contemporary life can work in the preacher's favor. As pastors work to 
make their messages more image and story driven, they can communicate the 
Bible's story in a more convincing manner. This further allows the preacher to 
utilize other important aspects of contemporary preaching, namely, being more 
visual and experiential. Thus, the preacher who speaks to postmodern persons 
• 
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will seek to use more stories to communicate truth and make an impact on 
• 
person's lives (Duffet 87). 
Conclusion 
• 
Perhaps like no other time in the history of the Christian church in North 
America have we been faced with such great challenges in communicating the 
gospel convincingly. Moreover, like no other time have we been presented with 
such incredible opportunity. Carpe diem may well be the most appropriate cry of 
today's preachers. People are hungry for the words of God in a land where 
words come easily, but with little meaning. The spiritual barometer is on the rise. 
The only question left for preachers is whether or not we will deliver. Will we 
deliver the gospel in such a way that postmodern seekers, be they Christian or 
pre-Christian can understand, relate, and respond to? We can if we choose to. 
We can if we pray and seek whatever means necessary to communicate the 
timeless story. 
Next we will see how the results of the literature research were designed 
• 
for study, implementation, and evaluation . 
• 
CHAPTER 1 
Design of the Study 
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This study concentrates on how to best preach biblically to religious 
seekers in a postmodern world. Also, this study purports that these postmodern 
persons are a unique audience, unlike what the Christian church in the United 
States has experienced before. These religious seekers are by no means 
limited to only those persons who are returning to church, and/or outside of the 
church. Rather, seekers also include those who sit in the pews as regular 
attenders or members. Yet, they may be considering changing churches or 
leaving the church altogether because they find the church and the preaching 
irrelevant and unable to address their needs. They are asking the fundamental 
and ultimate questions due to the wearying effects of postmodern life (Duffet xv). 
Thus, they present both a challenge and an opportunity dependent upon our 
ability to communicate the Christian gospel clearly. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to develop a model of biblical preaching 
and evaluate its impact upon the lives of religious seekers in a postmodern 
• 
world. 
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Statement of Research Questions 
• 
Research Question 1 
To what extent do the subjects reflect the characteristics of a postmodern 
person? 
Research Question 2 
• 
Based upon their personal narratives, in what ways are the subjects 
affected by the preaching? 
Research Question 3 
What elements in the sermons did the subjects associate with their life 
experience? 
Research Question 4 
What other elements did the subjects associate with their life experience 
(e.g. prayer, influence of friends, Bible study, life history, etc.)? 
Methodology 
The study sought to find the influence of biblical preaching on 
postmodern religious seekers over a six week period of Sunday morning 
sermons. The study was concerned with the participants' experiences in 
listening to the sermons and how they interpreted the sermons' meaning upon 
• 
their lives. A qualitative research design was selected for the study because 
experiences were studied and the meaning given to such phenomena. 
Postmodern persons are highly experiential in focus. For instance, Kevin 
Ford tells us that for Baby Busters, or Generation X, as they are often called, 
• 
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• 
"Reality is an image. The issue for Xers is not 'Is this objectively true?' but 'Does 
it excite me?'" (Ford. Generation, 61). Secondly, as we have seen in the 
• 
literature review, postmodern persons express themselves through story, the 
sharing of their own and other's experiences. "Because they perceive life itself 
as drama or narrative, their major concerns revolve around the process of 
fabricating stories that can define personal identity" (Grenz 46). Story is their 
literary style and principal means of learning. "Stories are intensely important to 
Generation X. They are not big on descriptions or adjectives. They want the 
feelings, the action, the story" (228). What is more, the postmodern outlook 
dismisses an overarching global story, or metanarrative. What is left is the local 
• 
narrative, or story. More specifically, what they have is individual stories and 
narratives that provide legitimacy (Grenz 45). Therefore, the use of a qualitative 
research method that allows the subjects to share their stories, their 
experiences, specifically how preaching affects their lives, is consistent with the 
identity of these postmodern persons. It thus provides the most effective means 
. 
for them to express the impact of preaching on their lives and for the researcher 
to understand their experience. 
Subjects 
Metroplex Chapel, located in Euless, Texas, is a local church of the 
Church of the Nazarene. At present, Metroplex Chapel has nearly 375 members 
and 452 persons in average attendance. Of those attending, the mean adult age 
is approximately thirty-two years of age. Membership has four basic 
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requirements: age fifteen or older, profession of faith in Jesus Christ, baptism, 
and completion of a four hour membership course. 
The subjects for this study were chosen on a voluntary basis from the 
attenders who are not yet members between 18 - 34 years of age. The number 
of subjects was limited to no more than twenty, with an equal representation of 
gender. It was determined in pretest how long the subjects had attended the 
church, how many were Christians before attending, how many were pre-
Christians before attending, and how many made a faith commitment while 
attending. 
In July, 1997, on two consecutive Sundays during the morning worship 
• 
service, I made an announcement expressing my need for persons between the 
ages of 18 - 34 to participate with me in a study I was conducting for doctoral 
work. Included in the bulletin those Sunday mornings was a sign-up card for 
those who would wish to take part in the study. If they were interested they were 
asked to sign the card and place it in the bag during the offering. Of the fifty-four 
who signed up to participate, twenty-three were members of the church and 
thirty-one were non-members. 
Instrumentation 
Researcher Designed Questionnaire. Each subject registered 
responses to a researcher designed Likert-scale instrument in pretest. This 
thirteen-item questionnaire sought to determine to what degree the subjects 
• 
reflected the profile characteristics of a postmodern person . 
• 
• 
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Semi-structured interview protocol: This qualitative instrument's 
purpose was to understand the experiences of the subjects and the meaning 
they made of their experiences . 
When speaking of qualitative research the data are in the form of 
words and opposed to numbers. The emphasis of this methodology 
is upon description and discovery. According to Polkinghorne, 
qualitative methods are especially useful in the 'generation of 
categories for understanding human phenomena and the investigation of 
the interpretation and meaning that people give events they experience.' 
Piaget's theory of cognitive development, for instance, was developed 
using qualitative methods. (Rudestam and Newton 31) 
The qualitative approach shares three fundamental assumptions, 
according to Rudestam and Newton. The first is a holistic view that stresses the 
entire phenomena that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Secondly, 
. this approach moves from specific observations of the participants to general 
patterns that emerge from the cases under study, thus is inductive in nature. 
Third, it seeks to understand phenomena as it occurs naturally. It is a discovery 
oriented approach in the natural environment (32). 
Each methodology has its own limitations; such is the case when using 
the interview as a means of data collection. While we can never fully understand 
the experience of another, the interview does provide a means of helping us 
understand. "Recognizing the limits on our understanding of others, we can still 
• 
strive to comprehend them by understanding their actions" (Phillips 52). The 
. 
interview is then the means we have to gain access to the "context of people's 
behavior" and more fully grasp the "meaning of that behavior" (52). 
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In the field of the social sciences, the best way a researcher can 
understand the areas of study is through the experiences of the individual (53). 
The interview is a "conversation with purpose" (Fowler and Mangione 11) and 
provides the structure for gathering the experience of others. "The primary way 
a researcher can investigate an educational organization, institution, or process 
is through the experience of the individual people" (Phillips 53). 
This study sought to understand the experience of the participants as they 
listened to preaching events and the interpretation of these experiences within 
the context of their lives. The interview process consisted of structured 
questions designed to elicit responses that allowed the interviewer to further 
explore the subject's experiences and the meaning given to those experiences. 
Data Collection 
The research project consisted of a six-week sermon series. These 
sermons were followed by a thirty-minute interview with each participant. The 
purpose of the interviews was to discover the impact of these sermons on the 
. 
lives of the participants. 
For conducting the study those who were members became the pretest 
group. The role of the pretest group was to check for validity and clarity of the 
instrumentation. They completed and offered feedback .on both the personal 
data questionnaire (Appendix 8), and the researcher-designed questionnaire 
(Appendix C) . 
• 
• 
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Prior to the sermon series, I sent to the pretest group a cover letter 
(Appendix A) that described the purpose of the study and instructions, consent 
form (Appendix B), personal data questionnaire and the researcher designed 
questionnaire, along with a postage paid return envelope. The personal data 
sheet contained eleven questions that sought information pertaining to the 
participant's relationship to Jesus Christ, the church, family of origin, knowledge 
of the Bible, and the influence and practice of spiritual disciplines. The pretest 
researcher designed questionnaire contained thirty-nine items developed by my 
Congregation Reflection Group and me. The questionnaire sought to what 
degree the participants in the study were postmodern. All twenty-three persons 
in the pretest group returned their questionnaires. 
From the pretest group responses modifications were made to the 
personal data questionnaire which added needed clarity. From these same 
responses thirteen of the thirty-nine items were selected to be used in the 
research questionnaire. The item selection was based on how the pretest group 
responded to the individual questions. If the majority of their responses fell on 
either extreme of the Likert-scale the item was considered valid. 
Once these modifications were completed the participants in the study 
were sent the consent form along with the personal data and research 
questionnaires and asked to return them in a postage paid stamped envelope. 
Of the thirty-one who signed up twenty returned their questionnaires. 
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The sermon series, titled "Surprised By God," began on September 7, 
1997 and went for six consecutive weeks ending on October 12. So as to test 
the validity of the sermons preached during the six week period, my mentor read 
the manuscript of each sermon as they were mailed to him during the series. 
This allowed the mentor opportunity to verify consistency with the preaching 
model proposed by the study. 
In the fourth week of the series I mailed a five-question interview guide 
(Appendix D) to each of the participants in the pretest group. I asked them to 
review the questions and give me feedback concerning clarity. The interview 
questions were also reviewed by Leslie Andrews, the Director of the Doctor of 
Ministry program at Asbury Theological Seminary to determine the possibility of 
bias and clarity of understanding. 
During the fourth week of the series I selected four persons at random 
from the pretest group and scheduled them to participate in a thirty-minute 
interview based on the interview guide they received. The interview guide 
consisted of five open-ended questions and were followed up with several 
indirect questions that sought to probe deeper into how the sermons impacted 
those involved in the study. Specifically, the interview sought to study the 
elements of the preaching that impacted the participants and what affect, if any, 
the preaching had on their lives. So as to take into consideration other factors 
that may have led to change, this post-test interview sought to understand other 
influences effecting change. 
• 
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Following the interview I questioned each of these four persons regarding 
the interview process including the questions used on the interview guide. Minor 
modifications were made to one question based on their responses. 
At the completion of the sermon series, fourteen of the twenty participants 
had completed the questionnaires, attended church and heard all six sermons. 
These participants were phoned and scheduled for interviews that were 
conducted over the two weeks following the series. Prior to the interview each 
participant was sent a letter (Appendix E) thanking them for participating and 
explaining the interview process. Also contained in this letter was a request for 
permission to tape the interview along with a place to give signed consent. 
• 
Of the fourteen who were scheduled, twelve completed the interview process. 
The other two failed to make their appointment or reschedule for personal 
reasons not related to the study. 
One can assume that one of the limitations of the data collection method 
for this study was the fact that each of the participants knew they were to be 
interviewed prior to listening to the series. Another limitation was the fact that I 
was the interviewer and I am also their pastor. Both of these may have affected 
their objectivity and thus the findings, albeit on a limited basis. 
Data Analysis • 
Once the interviews were completed each was transcribed from the 
interview tapes. I then had on hand thirty-seven pages of single-spaced typed 
material to analyze. The data analysis consisted of carefully reading each of the 
• 
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interviews several times and studying them in detail seeking words that 
portrayed meaning and significance to the subjects, especially as they related to 
. 
the focus of the study. This necessarily depended on the search for emerging 
themes and common language in the data collected,and the significance and 
meaning as they related to the lives of individuals and their relationship with God. 
As these themes emerged they were noted in the margin of each interview, and 
recorded separately. The most meaningful statements were marked using 
colored highlighters. This meant a need for heightened sensitivity on my part so 
that the my own experience was not interpreted as the experience of the 
subjects. 
, 
If a significant number of the subjects verified shared experiences, then 
the findings of the study were considered significant. Therefore, the validity of 
this study was established internally. Additionally, my Congregational Reflection 
Group reviewed the interview transcripts and findings to check for consistency 
and validity. 
Variables 
The independent variable in this study was participation in the services 
when the sermons were preached. The dependent variable measured in this 
study was the impact of the sermons on the subjects' lives. 
This concludes how the study was designed by me with regard to the 
issues addressed above. Next, we will look at Chapter Four to relate the findings 
from analysis of the interviews. 
• 
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CHAPTER 4 
Findings of the Study 
"I never had an interest in the Bible before. I just figured it was a 
really long book and there wasn't a whole lot in it. It was just 
information, nothing that I needed for me. It was just history. Now, 
since I have been attending church, it does make all the difference. 
It does make an impact because it helps me understand all those 
questions I was always asking. I never sat and thought, "You know 
it might be right there ... It didn't dawn on me that my questions are 
everybody else's questions in that book." 
These are the words of a twenty-one year old religious seeker who 
attends the church I pastor. In the second week of August 1997, after listening 
to a biblical sermon prepared with someone just like her in mind, she committed 
her life to Jesus Christ. With the freshness and excitement of a new believer she 
launched on the great adventure of life with Christ. I thought, "What if I had not 
preached the Bible and attempted to communicate it in a way she could relate 
to?" 
This is just one of the stories told me during my interviews with twelve 
Baby Busters. Her story introduces one of the ways that biblical preaching for 
the religious seeker can impact lives. This chapter reports the data gathered 
from the interviews conducted with Baby Busters who attend but are not yet 
members of Metroplex Chapel in Euless, Texas. The research consisted of a 
six-week sermon series that began on September 7, 1997, followed by a thirty-
minute interview with each participant. The purpose of the interviews was to 
discover the impact of these sermons on the participants in their own words . 
• 
• 
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Profile of Participants 
So as to contextualize this study and come to a better understanding of 
the life and religious history of the participarits, as well as the particular spiritual 
activities they were involved in prior to the study, I asked each participant to 
complete a personal data sheet. This base line of information provided a profile 
of the participants. The data obtained from the sheet included the participant's 
address, age and sex. Two questions allowed them to indicate their relationship 
to Christ. Four of the questions allowed them to indicate their church 
background, including recent and long-term attendance and denominational 
affiliation if any. Two questions sought information in regard to family history, 
particularly as it relates to parent relationships and their perception of their home 
life while growing up. One question allowed the participants to indicate their 
relative knowledge of the Bible's content and two questions obtained information 
as to the practice and influence of religious activities. 
Of those participating, half were women and half were men. The average 
age of the women was twenty-eight, the youngest being twenty-one years of 
age, and the oldest thirty-two years of age. The average age of the men was 
almost twenty-nine, the youngest twenty six years of age, and the oldest thirty-
four years of age. Thus the overall age of this group of.participants is slightly 
older than the average Baby Buster born between 1961-1981. 
Tables: Personal Data 
Tables 1 - 2: Personal Commitment to Christ 
Not yet a believer 
New/ Young Believer 
Stable/ Growing Believer 
Before attending Metroplex Chapel 
While attending Metroplex Chapel 
, 
No commitment made yet 
Huckins 99 
n % 
o 
4 
8 
o 
33 
66 
n % 
7 
5 
o 
58 
42 
o 
Each of the participants of this study have made a personal commitment 
to Jesus Christ, albeit their self-perception of personal spiritual maturity varies 
between new/young believer and stable/growing believer. While one third (n=4) 
consider themselves new/young believers, a little under half (n=5) of the 
participants made a commitment to Jesus Christ while attending Metroplex 
Chapel. As found below (Table 4) half of the persons began attending the 
. 
church in the last six months. One might assume then that those persons who 
made a personal commitment to Christ while attending this local church did so in 
the past six months. 
• 
Tables 3 - 6: Church Attendance and Background 
Once a week 
Twice a month 
Once a month 
On holidays & special occasions 
Have not attended 
Less than one month 
One to six months 
Six months to one year 
More than one year 
Once a week 
Twice a month 
Once a month 
• 
Attended on religious holidays & special occasions 
Did not attend 
Protestant 
Roman Catholic 
Independent 
Other 
• 
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n % 
10 
2 
o 
o 
o 
83 
17 
o 
o 
o 
n % 
o 
5 
6 
1 
o 
42 
50 
8 
n % 
6 
o 
1 
5 
o 
50 
o 
8 
42 
o 
n % 
6 
1 
4 
1 
50 
8 
33 
8 
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All of the participants are regular attenders of Metroplex Chapel, with two 
attending only twice a month. In addition, only one of the participants has 
attended the church more than one year. Thus, each participant is relatively new 
. 
to the church. Contrast to this their church attendance while growing up . 
. 
Although all the participants show having a church background their church 
attendance varied. Half (n=6) indicated attending once a month or less between 
the ages of 3-18. And half (n=6) indicated attending once a week during this 
same period in their lives. In this regard the participants are evenly divided in 
their attendance patterns. These findings reveal that the body of participants are 
distinctly grouped between those who are church experienced and those who 
have little church experience during their formative years. 
Church denominational affiliation shows that only two (16 percent) of the 
participants considered themselves to be from something other than a Protestant 
background, one of whom marked "other." This participant noted that he/she 
grew up in the Church of Christ, attending church only on special occasions and 
holidays. 
Tables 7-8: Family Background 
Two-parent family, both biological parents 
Two-parent family, one step-parent 
Single parent family 
Other 
n % 
4 33 
6 50 
1 8 
1 8 
Healthy/loving/secure 
Satisfactory -- could have been better 
Dysfunctional (e.g. abusive, alcohol, drugs) 
Other 
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n % 
3 
6 
2 
1 
25 
50 
17 
8 
Of those participating, 66 percent (n=8) indicated that they grew up in a 
• 
home with a single parent and/or parent and step-parent. The one person who 
checked "otherll noted that she lived the early part of her childhood in a single 
parent home and the remainder in a home with a parent and step-parent. 
Additionally, one of the participants marked that she grew up in a two parent 
family with both biological parents; however, I learned from conversations with 
this person that her parents were divorced before she was eighteen years of 
age. This brings the total to 75 percent of the participants having experienced a 
broken home between the ages of 3 - 18. This percentage is considerably 
higher than the national average for Busters which is over half (Bernardi 17). 
Perhaps the small percentage (n=3/ 25 percent) of persons who describe 
themselves as knowing a healthy/loving/secure home life is not surprising based 
on these statistics. Nonetheless, half (n=6) of those involved in the study, in 
spite of their respective parenting situations, consider themselves to have had a 
satisfactory home life. 
• 
• 
• 
Table 9: Knowledge of the Bible 
Extremely knowledgeable 
Somewhat knowledgeable 
Not very knowledgeable 
No knowledge at all 
• 
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n % 
o o 
9 75 
3 25 
o 0 
These participants overall perceive themselves to have some knowledge 
of the Bible but not more than a basic understanding. The higher percentage of 
those who consider themselves "somewhat knowledgeable" may relate to the 
higher percentage above (Table 1) who see themselves as "stable/growing 
believers. " 
• 
Tables 10 - 11: Practice and Influence of Religious Activities 
Prayer 
Bible reading 
Fasting 
. 
Giving to the church 
Attending a small group 
Telling others about your relationship to Christ 
Participation in a church ministry 
None of the above 
n % 
12 100 
9 75 
o 0 
9 75 
6 50 
6 50 
1 8 
o 0 
• 
• 
Prayer 
Bible 
Sermons 
Worship 
Influence of friends 
Music & multi-media 
None of the above 
• 
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n % 
12 100 
12 100 
12 100 
9 75 
8 66 
7 58 
o 0 
The participants regarded a wide variety of religious activities as 
influencing their spiritual life, ones they currently practice. The highest ranking 
religious activities include prayer, Bible reading, and sermons. While 75 percent 
read the Bible at least weekly, all of them consider the Bible to influence their 
spiritual life at present. Fasting and participation in a church ministry received 
the lowest scores, while the rest of the activities reflect a half or better 
participation rate. The low participation in a church ministry by those in the study 
may be linked to the relative newness in the church. Perhaps notable is the fact 
that prayer and Bible reading received higher percentages as spiritual 
influencers than friends and music and multi-media. Yet, both of the former 
reflect significant percentages. • 
Based on their personal data it could be said the participants are not 
completely without church experience, given that all of them have some level of 
church background. Yet the fact that 50 percent attended church once a month 
• 
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or less while growing up shows that as a whole they are not wholly church 
experienced either. Church attendance as adults prior to attending Metroplex 
Chapel is unknown. 
In Chapter 2 I gave the following characteristics as those that most closely 
profile a postmodern person. 
• 
1) The nature of truth is considered relative. 
• 
2) Truth is understood as being community-based. 
3) Subjective experience supersedes logic and objective facts. 
4) Human progress is regarded pessimistically. 
5) There is holism in regard to community . 
• 
6) Pop culture and the media are the reinforcing factors. 
Since Research Question One seeks to determine to what extent the 
participants reflect the above characteristics of the postmodern person (50 - 58), 
I asked the participants to complete a researcher-designed questionnaire. The 
questionnaire contained thirteen items that attempted to disclose the degree to 
which the participants were postmodern. Each of the above characteristics of a 
postmodern person had two items that related to it, with the exception of the 
relative nature of truth which had three items. The partiCipants were asked to 
read the following statements and circle the choice that.best indicated the extent 
of their agreement or disagreement as it described their personal experience. 
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Table 12: Researcher Designed Questionnaire 
n/% n/% n/% n/% n/% n/% 
DID 3/25 4/33 4/33 1/8 DID 
4/33 6/50 2/17 DID DID DID 
2/17 7/58 2/17 1/8 DID DID 
1/8 3/25 4/33 2/17 2/17 DID 
DID 2/17 4/33 6/50 DID DID 
DID 1/8 2/17 7/58 1/8 1/8 
DID DID DID 6/50 DID 6/50 
DID 1/8 1/8 3/25 3/25 4/33 
DID 1/8 2/17 7/58 1/8 1/8 
1/8 1/8 6/50 4/33 DID DID 
010 010 1/8 5/42 2/17 4/33 
2/17 3/25 3/25 4/33 010 010 
The characteristics of a postmodern person that ':Nere most present in the 
lives of the participants are: the nature of truth is relative, pessimism in regard to 
human progress, holism in regard to community . 
• 
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At first glance it appears that the participants do not believe that truth is 
relative. This is the case particularly when reviewing item number one which 
relates to this characteristic. When asked whether or not they agree or disagree 
with the statement, "I believe it is never right to be dishonest," all the participants 
agree, with 50 percent agreeing strongly, 33 percent moderately agreeing, and 
17 percent agreeing. A fully postmodern person would disagree with the same 
statement. So, if this item stood alone it would appear that the persons in the 
study were not postmodern if measured by their belief in the relativity of truth. 
However, when given another item (#11) associated with the same 
characteristic, "I feel that being honest is always right even if it hurts another 
person," the responses fluctuated. This time eight persons agree with the 
statement to some extent. Now however, instead of 50 percent strongly 
agreeing only 8 percent do, while 50 percent agree. Even more revealing, 33 
percent disagree that being honest is always right even if it hurts another person. 
Thus, the participants believe that truth is not relative in the abstract sense, but 
. 
when applied more specifically they are not so certain about their belief in 
absolute truth. 
In a similar way, the participants show their pessimism about human 
progress. When presented in item three with a statement concerning their 
feelings concerning the future all twelve of the participants agreed they were 
optimistic. Yet when asked to respond to a similar statement in item ten, "I am 
confident the complex issues we face today can be worked out," nine 
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(75 percent) disagreed. Therefore, it would look as though when it comes to the 
participants view of their own personal lives they are clearly optimistic; however, 
. 
when confronted with whether humanity can solve the problems the participants 
see in the world today, they become pessimistic. 
The third characteristic of the postmodern person revealed by the 
questionnaire was that of holism in regard to community. Of the characteristics 
most present in the lives of the participants this one is the most pronounced. On 
both items (#5, #13) related to this characteristic eight (66 percent) participants 
agreed to some extent. 
One unexpected finding was the obvious rejection of the pop culture and 
the media as an influencing factor in the participants' lives. When considering 
the first item (#8) related to this characteristic, "I can learn all I need to know 
about the world through the news media," every participant disagreed. 
Likewise, in answering the other item that sought to get at this characteristic 
(#12), eleven of the twelve disagreed with the statement, "I believe the media 
has a strong influence on my life." In the final analysis, this may not be so 
surprising as the media's influence may not be as consciously recognized by 
most persons. 
Upon review of the findings of this questionnaire .1 surmised that the 
• 
participants are neither fully postmodern nor modern in their beliefs. Rather, 
they display characteristics of both world views and manner of thought. 
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• 
The Impact of Preaching 
Research Question Two sought to determine the ways the participants 
were affected by the preaching series based on their personal narratives. 
Although all the participants have made a personal commitment to Jesus 
Christ, each described their spiritual condition prior to the study differently. The 
participants were asked how they would describe their spiritual life before 
listening to the sermon series. Five (42 percent) described their spiritual 
condition in negative terms -- "lost," "dormant," "confused," and "distant." 
Another five (42 percent) used positive terms to describe their spiritual condition, 
such as "growing," strong," "good." And two (16 percent) described their 
• 
spiritual condition in terms of spiritual beginnings -- "baby Christian," and 
"beginning again." 
After the series eleven (92 percent) witnessed to having experienced 
some level of change as a result of listening to the sermons. In this regard, two 
areas of impact and change emerged as significant -- their relationship to God 
and personal prayer and Bible study. 
Relationship to God 
Of the twelve participants ten (83 percent) shared that their relationship 
with God was impacted through the sermons. The impact on their relationship 
was one of two kinds -- a clearer understanding of who God is (75 percent) or a 
sense of being closer to God (83 percent), or both. Comments on this impact 
ranged from "I'm more focused on God and who he is," to "It makes you want to 
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get closer to God." A thirty-one-year-old mother of two children passionately 
expressed the change that has taken place in her relationship with God by 
• 
sayIng, 
The only thing I really feel is that I want to be closer to God. I want 
to feel his presence every day. That's my longing. To feel his 
presence every day and be able to talk to him and have him talk 
back to me. 
For one of the younger participants the change in relationship to God was 
more incremental. He has started to "believe in God" more and "trusting more in 
him" for different situations in his life. Both of these changes have effected the 
way that he prays, specifically in that he has begun to pray with his new wife. 
When he was asked how his spiritual life has been different he said, "Each 
Sunday I come and I understand the Bible and the sermons more. I am getting a 
little bit closer to God and my life is getting a little bit better." 
Personal Prayer & Bible Study 
The areas of Bible study and prayer received the highest ranking in terms 
of impact as a result of listening to the sermons. Eleven (92 percent) of the 
participants witnessed to the fact that either the way they view prayer and the 
Bible, and/or their actual practice of prayer and Bible study has changed. Nine 
(75 percent) said it was a combination of both that had been impacted . 
• 
At the beginning of this chapter I quoted one of the participants whose 
view of the Bible and desire to know the Bible was altered significantly. 
Previously, the Bible had no relevance to her life and she thought could address 
none of the serious questions she faced. Yet, after hearing sermons from the 
• 
• 
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Bible she has found her opinions changing. For her and others in the study it 
was the use of the Bible in the messages and how they were directly applied to 
their everyday situations and life that moved them to make reading the Bible and 
praying a more regular practice. One participant mentioned it was the actual 
discipline of prayer and Bible study that has changed. She said, "I spend more 
time in the Word and more time in prayer." Another participant who received 
Christ while attending Metroplex Chapel noted his desire to know the Bible has 
increased. When asked to describe these changes he says, "I think more 
hunger to know about this book, and how I can look it up in 1997 - 1998 and 
know it's today's word ... The hunger for that is what this series has done." 
• 
Other responses included -- "It has increased the quality of that time." And, 
"The Lord used the series to prod me into more Bible study and praying." 
Perhaps the change that took place in this area of the participants' lives is 
best illustrated by the response of the following person. This person has been a 
Christian for several years but has known little about the Bible and/or prayer. 
She states --
• 
I pray so differently now. I don't feel like I have to come home and 
get down on my knees and pray. I feel so much like God is there 
and whenever I feel the need to say a prayer, I do. 
I read more and I am more excited about reading than I've ever 
been. One of my goals is to read through the Bible ... Because some 
of the Scriptures that you brought out in these sermons -- I cannot 
believe that is in the Bible. It's like God is saying that to me ... So 
now I'm excited to get in there and find those . 
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Not only has this person's perspective on prayer and the Bible been 
impacted, so has her desire and practice. 
Other changes mentioned by the participants included emotional healing, 
a sense of being forgiven by God and forgiving other~ , a stronger sense of 
God's presence, a greater deal of patience with people and a release of stress. 
The Elements of Preaching 
If Research Question Two focuses on how the study participants were 
impacted by the sermons, Research Question Three focuses on what specific 
elements in the sermons the subjects associated with their experience. 
Stories 
The most frequently expressed element of the sermons that impacted the 
• 
lives of the participants was the stories (n=9175 percent). These included stories 
from my life and ministry, stories that I read and testimonies in story form. The 
following comments by two of the persons interviewed are examples that speak 
for a number of the participants. 
For me it's the stories and analogies. They keep my attention. They help 
me relate to it, and help me remember it. I'll remember the story. 
The story about the lady with the bobcat that attacked her child, that 
definitely impacted me ... She gave up her life for her children. I think that 
story really stood out to me because it was just saying, "surrender our 
lives -- God needs control of our lives." We surrender to God in the 
sense that she surrendered her life for her child. It is the same concept 
as God sending Jesus to us. 
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• 
Another comment was -- "I probably repeat some of your stories about 
three to five times during the week. I really do. When you tell stories they are so 
• 
much like everyday life ... 1 think it keeps you involved." 
The participants related that the stories kept them interested and held 
their attention. But more than this they could relate them to their own lives in a 
more personal way. Not to mention they helped them remember the point being 
made. In fact, five (55 percent) of the nine who shared the element of stories 
named the story that impacted them the most. 
Visuals: Drama and Video 
Along side the elements of stories I used dramas and videos. During the 
• 
six-week series three dramas were presented. While seven (58 percent) of the 
participants mentioned drama in contrast to the stories, only one named the 
drama that impacted them. One young father in the group, when asked about 
the elements that he found helpful, said, "I think the dramas are pretty good 
because they are not just an entertainment thing, but also a visualization of what 
. 
the sermon is all about." Another participant said, "The videos and dramas are 
very different but I like them. I like the dramas and the way they are related to 
the sermons. I am open to anything that brings the point home." 
Also, two videos were used in the series as illustrative material for the 
sermons preached that day. One was filmed and produced in house and the 
other was a clip taken from a popular movie. One of the comments in reference 
to a video used was -- "We also had the 'City Slickers' video. That was really 
• 
• 
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good. It helped me relate. A 'do-over' is what the message was about. God is 
in the business of do-overs. That really hit me." Several of the participants 
referred to the videos (n=5/42 percent) and four (33 percent) could name the 
video used. Of those five, three were strongly impacted by what they saw. 
Outlines 
• 
The second most frequently cited element (tied with dramas) was the 
outlines (n=7/ 58 percent) of the sermons that are placed in the bulletin each 
Sunday. These outlines are fill-in-the-blank and contain each of the Scripture 
references used in the body of the sermon. While the impact is unclear, those 
who find the outlines helpful do so because they make the message easier to 
follow and retain. Additionally, the outlines make what is being communicated 
more visual and gives the participants something they can take home and refer 
to later. In fact, several of those in the study brought the outlines with them to 
the interview. One person, when asked what the outline does for him, said, "To 
follow along with what you're saying. It helps me keep up. You're not just up 
there preaching with everyone staring at you." 
Simple and Understandable 
• 
As a related issue, a recurrent element that surfaced during the interviews 
was the simple nature of the sermons. Although only four (33 percent) 
addressed this element directly, their comments were notable. I offer two of 
them here. 
The main reason why before I did not enjoy sermons was because I 
couldn't keep up with them, or they spoke over my head and I 
couldn't understand some of the words they said. And now I feel 
• 
• 
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like you are really on our level and it's easy to fill in and go along with 
you. 
The only thing that impacts me out of all the sermons is the way you 
explain things to a level that is understandable ... And when you 
explain things from the Bible it puts things on a level that you can 
actually understand and see why it's in there and what it stands for. 
Other Aspects of Their Experience 
Research Question Three addressed the specific elements of the 
sermons that impacted the lives of the participants, whereas Research Question 
Four addressed the elements the participants associated with their experience 
not related to the sermons themselves. 
One hundred percent (n=12) spoke of other activities and elements of 
their lives that affected them, some sharing more than one element. Six different 
elements were mentioned -- prayer, classes, small groups, persons, problems, 
family. The two elements most often communicated were small groups (n=6/50 
percent), and problems (n=6/50 percent). Those problems were myriad, ranging 
from finances to childhood sexual abuse. The next most frequent element 
spoken of by the participants was classes (n=4/33 percent). Three different 
types of classes were named: an Old Testament Bible class, a class for women 
titled, "Lord, Heal My Hurts," and an Intercessory Prayer class. The participant 
taking the class on prayer, although having grown up in the church, approaches 
her reentry into the church like a new believer. In fact, she describes her 
spiritual life as "beginning again". She said, "I'm taking the intercessory prayer 
• 
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• 
class ... That's really helped me a lot because I've never imagined me praying. 
I've always prayed -- it would go to the ceiling. So, yes, it's impacted me a lot." 
One more illustration of how elements apart from the sermons impacted 
those in the study comes from one of the men. He received Christ for the first 
. 
time a few years ago but stopped attending church shortly thereafter. He began 
attending church again at Metroplex Chapel about six months ago. Soon after 
starting into the church again he began attending a small group with his wife. He 
is excited about that opportunity. He said, "The home group has been really 
helpful as far as the spiritual, biblical part of it. But also everyday life and the 
friendships that we have there. Me and my wife have had a trying time the 
past several months -- that's really helped out." 
For each of the participants the sermons did not stand alone in bringing 
about change. Rather, those that were the most profoundly affected found that it 
was a package of ministries (i.e. classes, small groups, prayer) and life 
experiences that worked in tandem with the sermons to impact their lives. 
A Final Emerging Theme 
Throughout the interviews one theme that emerged in the statements of 
every participant (n=12/1 00 percent) was the relevancy of the messages, 
particularly as it related to their needs. While the needs of each person were 
obviously different, without exception the sermon(s) were considered impacting 
to their lives because of the way they specifically addressed a personal need. 
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The following are examples --
I think it was a point in my life where my mother committed suicide. 
He (God) was always there for me, even though I doubted it at times 
And I don't have to try and seek revenge against these people and I 
can let go. Because I know that in the end he will handle it for me ... 
this sexual abuse thing. 
I think for me, like a lot of other people, we get lonely at times ... Just to 
know that there is a God who is there ... can be comforting. 
I guess in the past months I struggled with something and I didn't think 
God cared or was aware of what was going on. But he really was 
aware ... 1 thought he was way far off and didn't care, but he really, 
truly does care. 
I offer these several examples to stress the importance and personal 
• 
meaning that was attached to a particular message as it spoke relevantly to their 
situations. But it was not just that it spoke to the needs of the participants, in 
many cases the sermon(s) gave answers and/or brought resolution to their 
needs. Such is the case with the person above who suffered through sexual 
abuse. For the past twenty-five years of her life she has experienced anger and 
a desire for revenge. During the series I gave a message titled "Surprised By a 
God Who Is Just" in which I told the congregation that one of the applications in 
regard to the justice of God is He will right all wrongs. So by implication we don't 
have to try and right them ourselves. Hearing this gave her the ability to turn the 
issue of revenge over to God. She did not have to demand justice. God would 
take care of that issue for her. 
That is a traumatic situation, but the impact and change brought by 
hearing a need addressed may be as simple as that expressed by one man . 
• 
• 
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When describing the effect one sermon had in speaking to his life he said, " .. .it 
encourages me to go on and not just get lost in my own world and think I'm all 
alone out there and think, 'No one understands this problem.'" 
During the interviews I asked each person which sermon in the series 
stood out for them. All (n=12/100 percent) named a specific sermon or 
sermons. When they were asked why that sermon(s) stood out for them, nine 
(75 percent) related it to a need in their lives. So the issue of getting a hearing 
for the sermon and having an impact is greatly influenced by whether or not it 
makes relevant application to a need in the lives of the hearers. 
These Are Their Stories 
The purpose of the interviews was to allow the personal narratives of the 
• 
participants to speak for themselves as to how they were affected by the 
preaching. Therefore, I have chosen to present the stories of two of the 
participants. These two persons are composites of all those in the study. 
Though they .do not represent all the elements of the sermons that touched the 
lives of these religious seekers, they address many. They will provide a 
narrative lens through which to view the impact of the sermons on the 
participants. Their names and some of the details of their stories have been 
• 
altered to respect their anonymity. 
"I Always Felt Really Alone" 
Mary grew up in a broken home. Her mother and father divorced when 
she was a young child and her mother received custody of her and her sister. A 
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short time later her mother remarried, giving Mary a stepfather. But her new 
family arrangement was not all that she desired or thought it would be. Although 
she did not know why at the time she always had an inner sense that things 
were not quite right in her home. Indeed, she would grow up and describe it as 
dysfunctional, alcoholic; however, none of these issues could smother her hope 
that her own future family would be different. She dreamed of growing up, 
getting married, and living in a nice home where she would raise a family. 
Church was not a significant part of her home life as a child. Her parents 
were part of a church but only attended on special occasions and holidays. Not 
until she began dating the man who would be her husband did she start regularly 
attending an Assembly of God church with his family. There at his church she 
first invited Jesus into life. She continued to attend church until one day five 
years ago. On that day the unthinkable happened. In an act of desperation her 
mother shot and killed Mary's stepfather and then turned the gun on herself. As 
anyone might imagine, Mary was devastated. She left the church and did not 
attend again until her first child was born. Soon after returning she and her 
husband were asked to join a small group. Although they went at first just to be 
able to say, "We're here," their excitement for being a part of that group has 
been increasing. • 
Mary, who is now twenty-seven years old, has this to say about her 
change of heart toward God and attending church --
I would say I was lost, that's the only word I know to say . 
• 
• 
• 
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I haven't gone to church since my mom doing what she did. I started 
going after my son was born because I knew in my heart that I 
wanted to raise him in church. But I was kind of angry at God and 
I just didn't understand why he let this happen. I think you might have 
even told us that we have a choice. That helped me realize 
that God gives us a choice and my mom made the wrong choice. 
I don't want to make that choice. I have a beautiful child and husband 
and I want to live. 
Mary, her husband, and her now eighteen-month-old son have been 
attending Metroplex Chapel for about six months. Recently, through the 
combination of a class being offered by the church and a sermon Mary heard on 
a Sunday morning titled, "Surprised by A God Who Is Always There," a 
significant change has taken place in her life. She describes that change --
I think it was at a point in my life where my mother committed 
suicide five years ago ... and I've always felt really alone. You read the 
Scripture in Psalms that said, "Even though my mother and father 
abandon me, the Lord holds me close." I think that was what I was 
looking for. .. I had been searching and searching for something to let 
me know I'm not all alone. I had been literally praying, "God, help 
me get through this." ... I'd been praying and going to the "Lord, Heal 
My Hurts" class. When you talked about how God is always there no 
matter what, it almost healed me. I guess the proper words are to 
say that it healed me. It got me past my knowing if I had no one else in 
this world and in this life, as long as God is there, that's alii need. 
That was a miracle day for Mary. That message and the others she had 
listened to for the six months she has been a part of the church spoke to her 
where she lived. She was also impacted by the way the sermons were 
communicated to her in a simple format. She could understand them and she 
could relate to their message. She states this when she said --
• 
The main reason why before (when I use to attend church) I used to 
not enjoy the sermons is because I couldn't understand some of the 
words they said ... 1 really feel like you're on our level and it's easy to 
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fill in and go along with you. I write down notes on the stories you 
tell. 
Through her change of attitude and thinking Mary finds herself "praying 
differently now." And that is not the only attitude that has changed for Mary. 
. . 
She is more excited about reading the Bible. "There's stuff in there for everyday 
life." 
In Mary's life, God used understandable, biblical preaching to redeem a 
broken past, heal inner hurts and create a greater hunger to know God through 
prayer and the Scripture. 
"God's not in a box." 
Lee committed his life to Jesus Christ within the last year. He came to 
church because his wife wanted him to, and he thought it could help his 
struggling marriage. For several months he was skeptical of the whole "church 
thing." And he was even more skeptical about how he could relate to God. That 
his parents only attended church occasionally while he was growing up did not 
help. Neither did the fact that when he did attend he found it boring. But over 
time he began to open up. He learned that God was not only for church people 
or locked up in a church building. The truth is --
God isn't just in a box. I remember that specifically. He's not in a box, 
he's everywhere. Because for some reason I always felt like he's 
somewhere else. He was far off. Even when I pray now it's like he's here 
with me instead of in that box that I put him into ... My dad called me 
about four days ago and told me my grandfather was about to go. This 
time it didn't happen ... God is there too. I don't have to worry about 
Papaw. 
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But more than anything else Lee could relate to what was being said. The 
sermons spoke to his life and the situations he was facing. While he enjoys the 
. 
videos and the dramas, he finds he can relate best to the stories. He said, 
You told a story about a guy having a heart attack and how his wife 
felt alone. It seems like I've been in that situation many times. 
Not anybody having a heart attack, but just being alone ... Yes, I 
love the stories. It helps me understand the message. 
While Lee has a long way to go, the fact that he has committed his life to 
Jesus Christ, is less skeptical and more comfortable in church, has made all the 
difference in his relationship with God. "I feel like I am walking toward Him more. 
It's really helped me to walk more closely." 
What more could we hope for from a religious seeker? 
Summary of Interviews 
The sermons preached over the six-week period had a definable impact 
on the lives of the participants. The degree of impact was, of course, different 
for each participant. Most witnessed to a change in their relationship with God, 
thus leading to a deeper spiritual life lived out in the practice of prayer and Bible 
study. While the element of stories influenced those in the study most 
significantly, several other elements together, including video, drama, and the 
fact the sermons were simple, served the purpose of effecting positive change. 
No one aspect stood alone in its ability to inspire transformation or affect · 
thinking; however, the various aspects utilized combined with the sermons being 
relevant to the specific needs of the participants brought about impact. 
• 
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As I said in Chapter 2, this audience is different from those who have 
listened in prior generations. Perhaps one participant stated it best when she 
said --
I think that your presentations are in a way that society demands 
and needs today. Society has changed and the old way of 
preaching doesn't work anymore. 
While it could be argued what is meant by "the old way of preaching," this 
participant's observation is acute. How we go about communicating God's truth 
in today's culture does demand a different approach. 
Chapter 5 analyzes the interview findings . 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER 5 
Summary and Conclusions 
Preaching that can capture the hearts and minds of religious seekers 
• 
• 
takes both the Bible and the uniqueness of today's audience in view and uses 
whatever means necessary to communicate the gospel. In view of the purpose 
of this study -- to develop a model of biblical preaching and evaluate its impact 
upon the lives of religious seekers in a postmodern world -- the sermon series 
and subsequent interviews with twelve Baby Busters provided a valuable source 
of information about how to go about the preaching task so as to bring life 
change. 
Major Findings 
I have identified five major clues about how preachers in present-day 
congregations can offer sermons that impact seekers. The following principles 
represent a summary of the discovery about this kind of preaching from the 
interviews with the participants. 
Principle I: Preaching That Impacts Religious Seekers Is Biblical 
As argued throughout this study, preaching that is uniquely Christian is 
. 
unmistakably biblical. That is, the core content and source for ideas come from 
the text(s). For the participants in this study, listening to sermons that used the 
Bible as the authoritative source for truth produced a greater hunger to read and 
study the Bible for themselves. Additionally, the Bible, applied to the 
• 
• 
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participants' lives caused them to search the Scripture on their own to unearth 
what else God may be saying to them. This was true for one participant who 
said, "Because some of the Scriptures that you brought out in these sermons --
I cannot believe that is in the Bible ... So now I'm excited to get in there and find 
those." 
The process took the shape of first changing the participant's view of the 
Bible as they found it addressing their needs and questions. Then, as a natural 
outgrowth of this altered perspective, the participants found their personal 
practice of Bible study increasing. This, in turn, can only lead to greater life 
change. 
Principle II: Preaching That Impacts Religious Seekers Is Simple and 
Understandable 
Not only does the sermon need to be authentically biblical, the way the 
Scripture is communicated through preaching makes all the difference. Hence, 
for biblical preaching to bring about change it must be given in a way that is 
simple, understandable, and easily applicable to the listeners' lives. This is 
confirmed by Rick Warren who records that the simpler he makes his sermons 
the more effective they are (Warren 234). To put this in a more homespun way, 
one must "put the cookies on a lower shelf." As one participant voiced, "The 
• 
main reason why before I did not enjoy sermons was because I couldn't keep up 
with them, or they spoke over my head." Thus, the language of everyday life is 
a part of this principle of simplicity. 
• 
• 
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Simplicity is of even greater value when one considers that most religious 
seekers possess no more than a basic knowledge of the Bible. The biblical 
nature of the sermons in the series for this study was buttressed and made more 
understandable by the fact that all of the Scriptures used were printed on an 
outline that was placed in each bulletin. Moreover, all the Scripture that was 
used in the sermons was chosen with the seeker in mind. In other words, the 
Bible passages employed were ones that did not require a great deal of 
explanation to understand. Thus, no matter what level of biblical knowledge a 
person may find themselves the Scriptures are easily accessible. If one were 
preaching to committed believers the selection of Scripture might be different. 
The challenge is finding ways to express the profound truths of the Scripture on 
a level that a person without a context for biblical truth can grasp. 
Principle III: Preaching That Impacts Religious Seekers Addresses Their 
Needs, Concerns, and Questions 
Haddon Robinson writes, "Life changing preaching does not talk to people 
. 
about the Bible. Instead, it talks to the people about themselves -- their 
questions, hurts, fears, and struggles -- from the Bible" (Hybels, Briscoe, and 
Robinson 55). So, although the use of the Bible as the foundation of truth for the 
sermon is central to impacting seekers, that truth must address the real "sitz im 
• 
leben" (Thielicke 117) of the listeners. Those needs and concerns may be those 
that are immediate and felt, or they may be those that are real but not yet 
perceived. Regardless, when a sermon speaks to a person's need they are 
more likely to be receptive and make application of truth to their lives. Such was 
• 
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the case in the participants of this study. Repeatedly they connected with the 
sermons because of the way they spoke to a need or problem they were 
encountering. 
The Apostle Paul wrote in First Corinthians, "Yes, whatever a person is 
like, I try to find common ground with him so that he will let me tell him about 
• 
Christ and let Christ save him" (9:23). That common ground is less likely to be 
the Bible than the issues, concerns, and questions of the people. Once these 
are addressed, the preacher has less problem building a bridge from the world of 
those in the congregation to the world of the Bible and the gospel of Christ. 
Therefore, addressing needs not only holds the greatest potential for 
getting the hearer's attention, it also has the power to bring about change at the 
point where a person most keenly feels it. This example upholds this idea. 
One of the sermons given during the sermon series for this study was 
titled, "Surprised Bya God Who Is Always There." In that sermon I addressed 
the need of loneliness, particularly the loneliness we sometimes feel when we 
face struggles. The application to this need was straightforward. One of the 
partiCipants, a young mother and school teacher, said this about that message, 
"I guess in the past months I struggled with something and I didn't think God 
cared or was aware of what was going on ... 1 thought he was way far off and 
didn't care, but he really, truly does care." She heard this simple truth from the 
Bible directed at human need and applied it to her present need. For many the 
impact of that truth on her life may not seem significant. But that was the truth 
• 
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she needed to hear that day, and it was the truth God used to encourage her 
and bring change. 
Principle IV: Preaching That Impacts Religious Seekers Communicates 
Truth Through Stories 
The importance of stories used to illustrate and communicate truth was 
underscored in interview after interview. Not only were the stories a valuable 
means to keep attention and help the participants remember what was said, they 
also related to the message being given. The stories reached them in a way that 
may not have been possible by a direct, linear approach. Furthermore, the 
stories allowed the individual participants to apply truth to their lives in the way 
• 
they found most meaningful. For instance, J quoted in Chapter 4 a young 
mother who related to a story of a women who fought a bobcat to save her 
young child. But in the process the mother died. The point being made had to 
do with the substitutionary atonement of Christ. However, the young mother 
made an additional personal application of her need to surrender her all for God. 
The story did that for her, which was presumably much more effective than my 
saying directly to the congregation, "You should surrender your life to God like 
Jesus did for you." 
Finally, the power of stories is enhanced by the fact that they are 
consistent with the medium of communication generated by the media today. 
They are crafted not simply for information but for impact. 
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Principle V: Preaching that Impacts Religious Seekers Works Most 
Effectively As a Package with Other Ministries of the Church 
This study rests on the premise that when it comes to significant life 
change nothing can take the place of biblical preaching. However, left to stand 
• 
by itself the impact of preaching would diminish. We limit ourselves when we 
expect life transformation to rest on one aspect of what the church offers. This 
was confirmed by the participants who remarked on other aspects of the church 
that impacted their lives. During the interviews several elements emerged as 
those which work together with the preaching to make an impact: small groups, 
Bible study, prayer class, and a course on emotional healing. Although they 
. 
were not mentioned by the participants in this study one would suspect that 
additional ministries such as worship and the sacraments would be included in 
the ministry package needed to affect seekers. 
According to George Hunter's findings this is not surprising. He reports 
that churches who best reach seekers use a range of ministries (Unchurched 
153). When preaching designed to impact the religious seeker is combined with 
other ministries targeted for the same purpose, persons move closer toward the 
goal of becoming devoted followers of Christ. 
Theological Reflections . 
The following represents a brief summary of the theological reflections 
taken from what the literature research and interview process have taught me . 
• 
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I believe these theological reflections form four pillars for preaching in a 
postmodern world filled with religious seekers. 
The first pillar is God Himself is a preacher. God is a preacher who 
consistently desires to reveal Himself and His Son through speech. Throughout 
time God has spoken through means such as creation, prophets, Jesus, and the 
Holy Spirit. One of the primary ways He speaks is through people, preachers. 
Because God preaches, those who have been called and gifted by him cannot 
help but preach. Indeed, it is expected of us that we preach, for "how can they 
hear without a preacher" (Romans 12:14)? 
The second pillar is God is a missionary preacher. God is the first and 
last missionary. Since the fall of humanity God has been on a mission in the 
world to bring redemption, which has been accomplished in its fullness through 
the life, death, and resurrection of his Son, Jesus Christ. Those who preach 
today work hand-in-hand with God when as missionaries to a postmodern culture 
they strive to speak the message of redemption through Christ. The message of 
redemption is to be communicated in a way that those who hear it in their time 
and culture can understand. Only in this way can they receive it for themselves 
and experience the redemption and life change God passionately desires for 
them. 
The third pillar is God preaches today through His Word. J.1. Packer says 
it this way, "The Bible is God preaching" (Stott 103). Christian preaching is 
biblical preaching and stands on the conviction that the Scripture is God's written 
• 
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word. ltis God's contemporary voice. Thus, the Bible is our authority. God 
entrusts His "living and active" word to his living people with the expectation that 
. 
they will preach that word today to a waiting world. God's Word contains the 
message the world lacks and needs to hear. It matters not what kind of world it 
is, be it modern or postmodern, we are to "preach the Word" (2 Timothy 4:2). 
And the fourth pillar is God preaches to us at the point of our need. Our 
doctrine of God affirms that God searches for lost humanity from generation to 
generation. This started with God's search for Adam and Eve in the garden, was 
uniquely portrayed in Jesus' parables of the lost sheep, the lost coin, and the lost 
son (Luke 15), and continues to the end of time as expressed in the final chapter 
of Revelation and the Spirit's speaking an invitation to "come." Thus, it is the 
nature of God both to seek and to speak to us at the point of our need. This is 
most fully revealed in Jesus Christ who incarnated himself among us. Truly God 
loves people and desires to speak to their needs. The greatest of these needs 
being that of forgiveness, salvation, and life transformation. To model Christ's 
ministry, preachers must discover what the needs are of the people to whom 
they seek to minister God's message. Through this means we can meet people 
where they are and bring them to where they need to be. When we preach to 
people this way we open up the possibility of them being impacted and 
responding to Jesus Christ and his life-changing work. 
Thus, God has initiated and continues to inspire the preaching task . 
• 
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He has communicated His word through speech, revealing himself to broken and 
lost humanity. In revealing himself in Jesus Christ, God has exposed that his 
heart is redemption. He calls persons to take up the missionary burden to 
preach the message of redemption through Christ in·whatever time and place 
• 
they find themselves. Men and women are close to the heart of God when 
through preaching they seek to impact person's lives for the cause of Christ. 
Limitations of the Study 
Three significant limitations of this study can be identified: spiritual 
condition, number of participants, and homogeneity . 
. 
Spiritual Condition 
• 
The participants, while not yet members of the church, were all followers 
of Christ. Even though many were relatively new to the Christian faith, the 
findings of the interviews may have been altered if some of the participants were 
pre-Christians and presumably less sympathetic to Christianity and the church . 
. 
Yet, I believe that if a greater number of those interviewed were pre-Christian 
many of the findings could have been confirmed, with the possibility of additional 
findings being made. 
Number of Participants 
While all the participants were representative of the target for this study, 
they were few in number. More participants may have provided a larger 
spectrum of church background and spiritual conditions. Nonetheless, I assume 
• 
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• 
that if more participants were interviewed different findings may have been 
generated or could have provided more gravity to the current ones. 
Homogeneity 
The participants of the study consisted of an equal distribution of both 
genders. However, all the participants were white Anglo-Saxon of approximately 
the same age, economic status, and geographical location. Given the population 
sample for the study this was unavoidable. Yet a wider variety of persons may 
have changed the findings to some degree. 
Suggestions for Further Studies 
. 
Whenever one undertakes a study of this nature there are questions as to 
what yet needs to be learned. The following areas might provide impetus for 
further research and study. 
First, what is the role of the use of drama and multi-media in impacting 
religious seekers? Even though I incorporated drama and video in the sermons 
and they emerged as one of the elements of preaching to biblical seekers, the 
results were inconclusive. The participants were able to say whether they 
preferred drama and/or video, but did not articulate their effect on their lives. 
Second, the effect of personality on the impact of preaching. It has been 
said that preaching is truth communicated through personality. Does the 
personality of the preacher have a lesser or greater role in impacting the lives of 
the listeners? 
• 
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Third, what relation does seeker-sensitive worship combined with biblical 
preaching play upon how the religious seeker is influenced. For example, how 
does music style and the use of multi-media in the service prepare the 
congregation for the sermon? Or, how do these same factors work together with 
the sermon to promote maximum effectiveness? 
Fourth, the significance of styles of sermon delivery. More than one of 
the participants mentioned that my more conversational style played a role in the 
efficacy of the preaching for them. This concept was mentioned briefly in the 
review of selected literature (70-71), but does today's audience demand a 
specific style of delivery to be effective? 
Fifth, what is the role of prayer and preaching? Although this was not the 
focus of this study, I believe this is a significant part of making a difference 
through preaching. I enjoy prayer partners committed to praying for me daily, and 
who pray with and for me the entire time I am preaching. Of what effect are the 
elements proposed for this study without a bathing in prayer? 
Implications for Existing Body of Knowledge 
Prior to this study I believed my preaching was adequately addressing the 
fundamental religious questions of religious seekers. Nonetheless, I had doubts 
as to whether this same preaching was truly biblical. Thus, the impetus for this 
. 
study was to aid me in my quest to be a more effective communicator with a 
postmodern audience and to add to the existing body of knowledge. 
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During the research phase of the dissertation I found that much has been 
written about the various styles and forms of preaching. This included 
. . 
• discussions on what it means and does not mean to preach biblically. In more 
recent times there is an increasing body of literature on how to preach to 
religious seekers. As more and more persons attempt to preach effectively to 
seekers more thought is being given to this area of the preaching task. Much 
benefit comes from the continued study of each of these aspects of preaching. 
One is frustrated to find, however, that little has been written about the 
topic of this dissertation, preaching biblically to religious seekers. Consequently, 
the implication for the existing body of knowledge that has resulted from this 
dissertation is the attempt to augment what has been lacking in this area of the 
literature. Here then is an undertaking that seeks to address the need of 
combining the exercise of preaching the Bible with the evangelical desire to 
touch the lives of those who are not finding preaching relevant to their faith. 
The hope is that others will also be motivated to research further into this subject 
so as to help us all in learning how to best advance the work of God through 
preaching. 
Validation of the Model 
• 
I believe the model for biblical preaching that I proposed from the 
literature validates, in part, what I unearthed through the findings of the 
interviews. The following is a brief overview of how the elements in the model 
were validated. 
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First, the findings support the conclusion that it is preaching using the 
Bible as the source of the core content that impacts lives. The sermons were 
derived from biblical text(s) and the participants noted the variety of ways the 
sermons influenced them as a result. Additionally, their perspective of the Bible 
and/or their actual practice of Bible study was ranked as one of the ways the 
sermons changed them. That the sermons started with and addressed the 
needs, concerns, and questions of the religious seekers, and therefore were 
considered relevant, was affirmed by the interviews. Validated as well was the 
practicality of the messages. This element can best be measured by how the 
participants put what they heard to use in their everyday lives. The findings 
• 
attest to the plethora of ways the sermons did just that. This is seen in 
everything from the more subjective closeness to God some participants sensed 
to the more objective increase in prayer and Bible study to the inner work of 
healing experienced by at least two of the participants. In addition, support was 
given to the essential element of simplicity. The seekers in this study maintained 
how important this aspect was for them, specifically facilitated by the outlines. 
And then the sermons experiential nature was mentioned repeatedly in the 
interviews. The participants could see and experience various ideas in the 
sermons expressed through the images provided by the use of multi-media and 
drama. Furthermore, the narrative element's impact was shown to be valid. 
The stories used ranked among the most essential characteristics needed to 
affect the listeners. 
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Less clear among the elements referred to in the model presented in the 
literature, and perhaps more difficult to validate, is the credibility of the preacher 
with the audience. One can only assume based on the other findings that the 
participants found me and my sermons credible. I am also unsure as to the 
validation of the relational element of the sermons. This aspect is difficult to 
measure and not clearly mentioned by the participants. Finally, there is question 
as to whether the indigenous element of the model could be considered valid. 
Like the element of credibility above the validation of this aspect of the model 
might be assumed. It was not specifically noted by the participants but the fact 
that they did speak to the use of video and stories, both of which were 
intentionally taken from the world of the hearer, might point to the validity of this 
component of the model. 
While the biblical element of the model stands as indispensable the other 
elements are essential as well. None of them stands alone but all of them taken 
together create a model for preaching that works to impact the lives of religious 
seekers. 
Unexpected Findings 
As the data of the study was culled and themes began to emerge 
• 
I encountered three findings there were unexpected. 
The first unexpected finding was the lack of clarity concerning the impact 
of drama and video. This was seen in the findings in that many of the 
participants remembered that dramas and videos were used but often could not 
• 
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name what they were about. Along with the use of stories, these were designed 
to be the more experiential elements of the sermons. Before the study started I 
• believed that the use of drama and video would become principal factors for 
preaching to religious seekers. Both elements were .mentioned by several of the 
participants and were thus worthy of reporting in the findings. Yet the comments 
made by the participants regarding these means of communication were 
ambiguous, and in my opinion, not significant enough to include in the major 
findings. 
I believe the role of drama and multi-media at a minimum weakens the 
psychological barriers of the listeners and holds their attention. Also, I believe 
these methods communicate at a different level than the spoken word and 
perhaps do more to raise pertinent issues than change lives. This is recognized 
by Kevin Ford when he says, "The most effective role for media in evangelizing 
• 
Xers is not to preach or evangelize, but to pose the question, to state the 
situation" (Generation 62-63). For this reason I advocate the use of drama and 
multi-media; but more will be learned as the utilization of drama and multi-media 
proliferates. 
The next unexpected finding was the fact that the most frequently 
expressed element of the sermons was stories. This supports what 
was learned in the literature. Although I expected stories to make a significant 
impact, it was surprising to see them rank so much higher than the more 
contemporary forms of drama and media. This might be explained by the 
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relatively large numbers of stories in the body of the sermons, or, simply my 
underestimation of the force of narrative in the story soaked environment of 
• today. • 
And the last unexpected finding was the ranking of personal prayer and 
Bible study. Admittedly, it was difficult to know how the sermons would impact 
the participants; but to discover to what extent the sermons moved the 
participants toward a greater hunger for the Bible and prayer was unexpected. 
These findings could be the result of the topic of the series on the nature and 
character of God, or more likely the work of the Holy Spirit. Nevertheless, I was 
both surprised and delighted . 
• 
Practical Applications 
When reflecting on each component of the process in this dissertation a 
number of practical applications arise. These applications offer important 
perspectives for the preaching endeavor. In some respects these applications 
have always been true of the enterprise of preaching, yet Baby Busters have 
raised these issues to a new level particularly because unlike other generations 
of persons they seem less likely to give the courtesy of initial listening. And, it 
might be argued, they are more self-centered and demand more from every form 
• 
of communication they encounter. 
The first practical application is that preachers must have the conviction 
that the Bible is the indispensable source for preaching, regardless of the 
listeners' present spiritual condition. This is the belief that every person needs 
• 
• 
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to hear what the Bible has to say for their lives. And once having heard it 
applied to their situation, they have the answers and direction they need. Once 
preachers lose this conviction they will no longer preach the Bible, but only use it 
as a jumping-off point for their own or other's ideas. -These ideas may be 
insightful but will lack the spiritual force of God's voice through His Word. This is 
not to say that there are no other sourcesfrom which the preacher can cull 
material, but that the core idea(s) are biblical. 
Second, preachers must understand the needs, questions, concerns, and 
desires of religious seekers before attempting to communicate to them. Timothy 
Wright, Associate Pastor of Community Church of Joy in Phoenix, Arizona, 
writes, "By addressing their needs, seeker-oriented sermons encourage people 
to consider Jesus" (93). He goes on to recognize that people, either believers or 
seekers, have the same needs (93). In order to speak to those needs from the 
Bible the preacher must know his/her audience, their hurts, struggles, desires, 
and dreams. One means to understanding these issues is to interact with 
people and listen to their stories. Once having determined these issues, the 
preacher knows where to start in thinking about how to communicate Scripture to 
their lives. Without such an effort one cannot build a bridge into their world and 
thus back into the world of the Bible. . 
Third, preachers must be open to identifying and adapting different means 
of communicating biblical truth to a changing audience. It has been argued that 
one audience we must reach today, specifically Baby Busters, is different from 
• 
• 
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other generations. These differences, as pointed out in the literature, force us to 
consider various methods of preaching the truth in a way that can be heard. 
Again, this dissertation points to a greater use of stories and perhaps the 
consideration of the use of multi-media. Nevertheless, as culture changes from 
one generation to the next, chances are the modes of relaying biblical truth will 
change. If we are open to adapting new and/or rediscovering older means of 
communication we increase the likelihood of response. This is an issue of being 
practical and flexible enough to find out what works in getting the Bible across to 
seeking minds and hearts. We must simply identify how to "represent the 
gospel with generational relevance" (Hunter Unchurched 162). 
Fourth, preachers must intentionally keep in view the religious seeker 
when preparing for the preaching task. Often preachers have found it helpful to 
keep in mind what persons will be hearing the sermon while they are preparing. 
In this way they formulate their thoughts toward impacting those persons. When 
preparing to preach to the religious seeker, the questions to consider are: Who 
is the target audience for this sermon(s)? and, Would this message relate to and 
make sense to a religious seeker? Keeping the seeker in view also needs to 
include the acknowledgment of their underlying skepticism and their lack of 
context for biblical truth. Without this level of intentionality the tendency will more 
than likely be a drift toward speaking to those already convinced of the veracity 
of the Christian faith or who have a working knowledge of biblical truth. 
And last, preachers must prayerfully seek God's anointing to successfully 
• 
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impact those who listen. One of the dangers inherent in developing a model for 
spiritual work is an over-reliance on that model's effectiveness. No matter how 
plausible the method, preaching that lacks the blessing of God will fail to enjoy 
serious influence. Because preaching is a spiritual business, by necessity it 
must be a work flowing with the life and power of the Holy Spirit. 
Conclusion 
The preaching for this study was not different from what others may have 
practiced. These sermons attempted to take the best of what has been done 
and brought it to bear on the seekers in this study. I agree with what Paul 
• 
Scherer said --
I believe the only course possible for me, at least, if I am to address 
myself to this subject, is to assume that "what is valuable is not new"; that 
"the new is but the old come true"; and that what has been alive may be 
alive again, tingling once more with urgency, taking on warmth and 
color interminably for having passed through the medium of yet 
another's mind and heart. (1-2) 
An exception to this was the use of video and drama, relatively new tools 
in the preaching enterprise. Another exception was the number of stories used. 
As stated in the research, the employment of more stories added to the narrative 
aspect of the model. Overall, the issue was not so much that of creating 
something new, as it was identifying those characteristics that must come 
together to promote maximum impact. Again, the purpose of this study was to 
develop a model of biblical preaching and evaluate its impact upon the lives of 
• 
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religious seekers in a postmodern world. I believe, at least in part, this has been 
accomplished. 
I bring this study to a conclusion by expressing my hope that the 
discoveries made here will help other preachers as they endeavor to make a 
difference in the lives of religious seekers . 
• 
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APPENDIX A 
Cover Letter 
July 9, 1997 
Dear Friend, 
I want to thank you for agreeing to participate in my research study for completion of the 
requirements for my doctoral work at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, 
Kentucky. Specifically, I am doing a doctoral dissertation on the impact of preaching on 
persons who are between the ages of 18 and 34. Your help is a great gift to me, and I 
hope it will be enjoyable for you. 
It will be easy for you to participate! The following are the items I will need your 
participation in: 
1. Complete the consent fOlm, data sheet, & questionnaire, and return it to me by 
Sunday, July 13, 1997 in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. (It's important that I 
have all responses by Sunday noon. Please leave envelopes at the Welcome Center 
for me on Sunday morning, or fax it to the office if that's easier for you -- 817/267-
5000.) 
2. Attend services for six weeks regularly beginning September 7, 1997,and listen to the 
sermon series I will be giving. 
3. In October, I will be contacting you to schedule a thirty interview based on the 
• 
sermon senes. 
Your responses will be kept confidential. The results of the study will be given as group 
findings with no names attached. If you have any questions, please call me at 817/267-
8000 (church), or 817/251-8417 (home). 
Again, thank you for your help. I look forward to working ,":,ith you. 
Sincerely yours, 
Dan Huckins 
• 
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APPENDIX B 
Consent Form & Personal Data Sheet 
Consent Form & Data Sheet/or Participants in the Study 
Yes, I want to participate in the study of Biblical preaching. I will fill out the research 
questionnaire, attend church services during the six week period of the study, and agree to 
an interview after the six weeks are completed. 
(Participant's signature) 
PERSONAL DATA SHEET 
Name · 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Address 
-------------------------------------------------------------
State 
---
ZipCode __ _ Ci~ _______________ ___ 
Age Sex ___ _ 
Home phone Work phone __________ _ 
On the following questions. check the appropriate blank. 
1. Which best describes your relationship to Jesus Christ? 
Not Yet a Believer - Gaining a better understanding of the Christian faith, but have not 
yet personally trusted Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of sins. 
NewNoung Believer - Have recently become a Christian, & you are excited about your 
new walk with Jesus Christ. 
Stable/Growing Believer - Confident of God's faithfulness, regularly attending worship, 
growing in your relationship with God, and actively engaged in ministry . 
• 
2. If you have made a personal commitment to Jesus Christ, when did this occur? 
• 
Before attending Metroplex Chapel 
While attending Metroplex Chapel 
No commitment made yet 
• 
3. Which best describes your church attendance in the past 12 months? 
Once a week 
Twice a month 
Once a month 
On holidays & special occasions 
Have not attended 
4. How long have you attended Metroplex Chapel? 
Less than one month 
One to six months 
Six months to one year 
More than one year 
• 
5. Which best describes your church attendance between the ages of 3 - 18? 
Attended church regularly 
Attended church occasionally 
Attended on religious holidays & special occasions 
Did not attend 
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6. If you attended church while growing up, which best describes your denomination 
affiliation? 
Protestant 
Roman Catholic 
Independent 
Other (please specify) _______ _ 
7. Which best describes your family between the ages of3 -18? 
Two parent family, both biological parents 
Two parent family, one step parent 
Single parent family 
Other (please specify) _________ _ 
8. Which best describes your home life while growing up? 
Loving/secure/stable 
Acceptable, but could have been better 
Child of divorce 
Dysfunctional (e.g. abusive, alcohol, drugs, etc.) 
Other (please specify) ________ _ 
9. Which best describes your knowledge of the Bible's content? 
Extremely knowledgeable 
Somewhat knowledgeable 
Not very knowledgeable 
No knowledge at all 
• 
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10. Which ofthe following actions do you practice on an at least once a week basis? 
(check those that apply) 
Prayer 
Bible reading 
Fasting 
Giving to the church 
Attending a small group 
Telling others about your relationship with Jesus Christ 
Participation in a church ministry 
None of the above 
11. Which of the following influence your spiritual life presently? (check those that apply) 
Prayer 
Bible reading 
Sermons 
Worship 
Influence of friends 
Music & Multi-media 
None of the above 
COMMENTS: 
• 
• 
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APPENDIX C 
Research Questionnaire 
For each of the following statements circle the choice that best indicates the 
extent of your agreement or disagreement as it d"escribes your personal 
• experience. 
SA - Strongly Agree 
MA - Moderately Agree 
A - Agree 
1. I believe it is never right to be dishonest. 
2. When making decisions I only consider the facts. 
3. I feel optimistic about the future. 
4. I make moral choices on my own, regardless of 
what others may think or say. 
5. My "family" includes my friends & others close 
to me. 
6. What I see and feel is what I believe. 
7. When I have to make a choice about a moral 
issue, I believe it's more important to be 
practical than right. 
8. I can learn alii need to know about the world 
through the news media. 
9. I always consult my friends when I'm trying to 
decide between right & wrong. 
10. I am not confident the complex issues we face 
today can worked out. 
11. I feel that being honest is always right even if it 
hurts another person. 
12. I believe the media has a strong influence on my 
life. 
13. I find great satisfaction from just being with my 
friends. 
" 
" 
D - Disagree 
MD - Moderately Disagree 
SO - Strongly Disagree 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SO 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SO 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
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APPENDIX D 
Interview Guide 
1. As you think back over the past several weeks, is there one sermon 
that you remember that stands out more than the others? Why? 
2. What was it about that sermon(s) which seemed to impact you the 
most? Why? 
3. Please share with me how would you describe your spiritual life before 
listening to that sermon(s)? 
4. Please share with me how your spiritual life has been different, if it has, 
since hearing that sermon? 
5. Have you been involved in other experiences or activities throughout 
this sermon series which have been important to your spiritual life? (e.g. prayer, 
Bible study, small group, persons, problems, etc.) 
• 
• 
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APPENDIX E 
Thank You and Interview Taping Consent 
October 10, 1997 
• 
Dear , 
-------
First let me thank you... As a part of my work I will need to conduct a 30 minute 
interview with you based on the sermon series "Surprised by God." Here are the 
questions that I will be asking during our interview. I thought seeing them before 
hand would help you prepare. The interview will be a relaxed time together. 
Simply be yourself and answer openly and honestly. 
Also, rather than attempting to take notes during our discussion, and/or trying to 
remember all of your responses, I would like to record the interview. If you are 
comfortable with this, please sign the consent form at the bottom and bring it with 
you to the interview. 
Again, thank you so much. 
Your pastor, 
• 
__________________ (yourname) 
I consent to having the interview for Dan Huckins' doctoral dissertation recorded. 
• 
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